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Tests For Freed Hostage
Set At Air Force Hospital
ZURICH, Switzerland (AP) — Freed
hostage Richard Queen was to be flown
to West German today for tests at a
U.S. Air Force hospital in Wiesbaden,
U.S. officials said.
A State Department spokesman said
Queen, who was reunited with his
parents eartrionay after being released unexpectedly by his Iranian captors
on Friday,"needs rest and decompression."
Spokesman Sheldon Christ refused to
comment on Queen's condition and emphasized that the move to Wiesbaden
was not intended to suggest anything
about the former captive's health. He
said it was not known how long Queen
would remain in Weisbaden before being returned to the United States.
A U.S. Air Force spokesman said
Queen and his parents would be flown
on a military aircraft from Zurich airport to a U.S. military field in
Frankfurt and would be tranferred
from there to the Air Force hospital in
Weisbaden. The spokesman said they
were expected in Frankfurt around 8:45
a.m. EDT.
Preliminary tests by American and
Swiss doctors indicated the 28-year-old
Queen was suffering from a
neurological problem involving some
lack of coordination and & stiffness in
his left arm,US.officials said.
"The doctors are optimistic, they are
quite optimistic,and that's the most important thing," his father, Harold
Queen, said after he and his wife
Jeanne spent 50/llnutes at their son's
bedside in the AWch University Clinic
shortly after their midnight arrival
from New York.
"We are overwhelmed. Richard is not
as we have known him when we last
saw him a year ago. He needs treatment, but we are confident," he said.
Added Mrs. Queen: "We are deeply
grateful to the Swim and to everybody
and we are grateful also to the Iranians
for having restored him to freedom."
Queen's father and U.S. Ambassador
to Switzerland Richard Vine said they
had no knowledge of a Swiss television
report of rumors that the freed hostage
would undergo an operation today for
treatment of a brain aneurysm, a
balloon-like sac formed by the enlargement of a weakened artery.
Earlier, a U.S. Embassy spokesman

QUEEN AND HER COURT —
Donna Swift (right photo and center in above photo) was crowned
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
Fair Queen* Friday night in Lovett
Auditorium to kick off the week's
fair events. First runner up in the
contest was Michelle Harris
(above right) and second runner
up was Tammy Hutson (above
left). Rose Herndon was voted
Miss Congeniality. In addition to
the court, the ,semifinals included
Tammi Crouse, Tammy Garland
and joy Kelso. Master of
ceremonies for the event was
Larry England. Entertainment was
provided by Joe Jackson and Pam
—Wright, Miss Muria) State University.

Parsons Named Dean
Of Creative Expression
Dr. William Parsons, who recently
assumed his new duties as dean of the
College of Creative Expression at Murray State University, leaves no doubt
that he is sold on what he does.
He exudes enthusiasm as he speaks of
the value of the fine arts in American
society. And he refers to his mission "to
develop and to promote the arts and the
cultural side of campus life" with
relish.
"After all, the arts add an aesthetic
quality to our lives and give them a
dimension we don't get in any other
way," said the former dean of the
School of Fine Arts at Radford (Va.)
University from 1978 through the past
spring.
Although his last assignment was in
Virginia, the 49-year-old Parsons is no
stranger to Kentucky. He served as
chairman of the Department of Fine
Arts and Communication at Northern
Kentucky University 1971-78 and before
that as director of theatre at Western
Kentucky University 1968-71, as chairman of the Department of Speech and
Drama at Kentucky Southern College
1964-68, and the 1955-56 year on the
faculty at Georgetown College, where
he earned the baccalaureate degree as
a theatre arts major.
Parsons, an Arkansas -native who
grew up in Memphis, sees his role in
Murray as broader than mere campus
boundaries. His conversation is punctuated with references to community in
a larger sense - Murray and Calloway
County and the surrounding area.
"Murray is regarded as a cultural
center in this end of the state," he
noted, "and it pleases me to become
part of a community where things are
happening in the arts."
He said he is spending much of his
time in the first few weeks on the campus learning what is available and what
is being done, as well as exchanging
views with chairmen and faculty in the
college.
° "Probably by fall I'll have some
ideas about specific directions to take
In our long-range planning," he extivity
plained. "There is considerable a,
In the arts now, and I look ahead eagerly to a cooperative venture to add to
these offerings.'•
Parsons, who earned the M.A. and

Dr. William Parsons
Ph.D. degrees at Louisiana State
University, also has teaching experience outside Kentucky at Memphis
State University and at Mississippi College, where he was director of the
theatre program.
However, his career has many more
sides than simply teaching and administration.
He has a noteworthy record as both a
performer and director of theatre productions, as an author of articles for
professional publications, as a judge for
numerous contests and play festivals
throughout Kentucky, as an activist in
acquiring grant funds for programs in
the arts, and as the originator of both
community and campus fine arts projects.
Parsons was involved in the design
and planning of new fine arts facilities
at both Western Kentucky and Northern Kentucky.
In 1974 he was awarded an Honorary
Membership in the Kentucky Theatre
Association, an organization he served
as president two years. He has also
served as president of the Kentucky
Speech Association.
He summarizes the breadth of his experience by explaining that "faculty
should not be concerned only with
teaching and research but with contributing to the life of a community."
Parsons is married to the former Sue
Grimes, also of Memphis. She earned
the undergraduate degree at Kentucky
Southern College and the master's
degree at Western Kentucky and has
taught French and English in the public
schabls for a number of years.

said Queen, a vice consul four months 4.,
into his first tour of duty when the U.S.
Embassy in Tehran was seized last
Nov. 4, was not in pain and in fact appeared "euphoric" after his flight to
freedom.
Queen himself said his major symptom was dizziness; that he believed he
was freed because the militants
"figured it was safer to release me than
to take the chance on complications
developing" and that he expected to
return to the United States early next
week, according to a telephone interview with ABC-TV News in New York.
Queen was quoted as saying he did
not know whether the other hostages
had been dispersed to towns outside
Tehran following the aborted U.S.
rescue mission in April, as claimed by
the militants, but that there had been
"a lot of movement" in the embassy.
He did not know whether anyone was
taken away because "we were blindfolded whenever we went from one
room to another, even if we went from
one room to a bathroom."
The Queens, who lived in Scarsdale,
N.Y. but moved to Lincolnville, Maine
to avoid the press following the embassy seizure, left New York shortly
after their son arrived in Zurich and
was carried off a commerical piane on
a stretcher following the flight from
Tehran. The younger Queen was
ordered freed by Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini, Iran's revolutionary leader,
because of an undisclosed "serious" illness and in the spirit of "Islamic
humaneness."
But the Tehran government gave no
indication of softening its stand on the
remaining 52 Americans, in their 252nd
day of captivity today.
Iran's prosecutor-general, Ayatollah
Seyed Karim Mousavi Ardabili, said
Queen's release "in no way" signified
any change in plans to debate the fate of
the Americans in the new Parliament.
That debate, ordered by Khomeini, is
still weeks if not months away.
In Washington, State Department officials emphasized there was no reason
to believe the remaining Americans
held captive were any closer to freedom
because of Queen's release. They said
his release for medical reasons "made
sense;" that they were not aware he
had any psychological problems as sug-

gested by Iranian doctors before he left
Tehran; and that they had no reason to
believe Queen feigned illness to gain
freedom.
A spokesman for the families of the
remaining hostages, Ernest Cooke of
Memphis, Tenn., said State Department officials told him Queen's illness
was "not serious in the sense that it's
nothing that can't be treated."
He said the families viewed the
release as "a good sign" because it
showed that at least one person in Iran,
Ayatollah Khomeini, still, had the
authority to order the hostages freed.
President Carter, meanwhile,
telephoned Queen from his vacation
retreat on Sapelo Island, Georgia and a
White House statement said Queen
"seemed to be in excellent spirits."
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hot and humid
Hot and humid today with a
chance of late afternoon
thunderstorms. High 98 to 102.
Partly cloudy tonight with a
chance of thunderstorms. Low
near 70. Sunday will be sunny and
not quite so hot and humid. Highs
in the lower to mid 90s.
Precipitation probabilities are
20 percent this afternoon and 30
percent tonight.
Extended Forecast
Continued hot Monday through
Wednesday. Dry on Monday but a
chance of thunderstorms on
Tuesday and Wednesday. Highs
will be mostly in the 90s and lows
will be mostly in the 70s.

Due To Weather, Heat Conditions

Death Toll In State Reaches Five
By The Associated Press
A lightning-strike victim has died in
Shelbyville, bringing to five the number
of storm and heat-related deaths in the
state this week, and the National
Weather Service said more hot weather
was on the way.
Temperatures again topped 100 in
parts of west Kentucky, reaching 102 at
Paducah, and readings in the 90s were
recorded elsewhere in the state.
The weather service said a high
pressure area covering most of the
United States would keep the weather
hot over Kentucky for the next several
days.
"No relief in sight," said Walter
Amelunke at the weather service office
in Louisville.
However, there was relief from the
severe storms that struck central and
east Kentucky on Thursday.
Mayor Bob Madon of Pineville, where
high winds caused extensive damage
Thursday, said 26 National Guardsmen
sent to help with the cleanup and guard
stores with blownout windows went
home Friday.
He said the main problem now in the
.southeast Kentucky community is finding a way to dispose of tree limbs and
other debris stacked in a vacant lot adjacent to the First Baptist Church.
The weather toll reached five with the
death Friday of Ralph Sagesar, 51, at
King's Daughters Hospital in
Shelbyville.
Sagesar was one of four men struck
by lightning Thursday at a livestock
show at the Shelby County
Fairgrounds. John Jamison Jr., 35, died
Thursday. Two other men were treated
at the hospital and released after the incident.
A funeral will be held Saturday for
Jamison. Sagesar's funeral is scheduled for Monday.
In west Kentucky, a 4-month-old
baby, left in a parked car outside a
Wheatcroft home where his mother was
visiting a friend, died of heat exhaualion, according to Webster County Coroner Morris Townsend.
Townsend said the victim was Bobby

Parker, son of Mr. and Mrs. David
Parker of Clay.
He said the the child's mother told
him she left her son in the car Wednesday, with the windows rolled down,
because when she arrived at her
friend's house,the baby was sleeping.
The coroner said that when the
woman returned to the car an hour and
a half later, the child was dead.
Two other persons — one a 17-monthold boy — have died of heat stroke in
Kentucky since temperatures began
soaring above 90 this week.
Jason A. Vibbert of Louisville, died
early Thursday morning shortly after
arriving at the Children's Hospital
emergency room.
Charlotte Weber, Jefferson County
deputy corner,said the infant's mother,
Reba Vibbert, checked him when she
returned home from work and found

him very hot. She then took him to the
hospital, where he died at 4:53 a.m. The
body was taken to Dyer Funeral Home
in Albany.
Steve Hoenig, 36, of Louisville, died
Tuesday evening of a heat stroke.
Hoenig died at Suburban Hospital,
about one-half hour after his children
found him slumped over in his car in the
driveway of his home.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. ordered 25
members of the 149th Infantry unit of
Barbourville into Pineville to provide
security for stores and to help with the
cleanup after Thursday's storm.
Madon said they and volunteers
worked through the night after the
storm and on Friday, "with the sun
shining again, you would never know
we had one."
There were no reports of deaths or injuries in Pineville, but Madon

estimated damage to private property
at $50,000 and said utility, telephone and
cable television companies had more
expensive damages in the form of
downed lines.
He said Kentucky Utilities alone
estimated damage to its lines and poles
from the storm at more than $200,000.
Madon said volunteers were helpful
in the cleanup.
"We had people from coal companies
and private businesses who brought in
their front-end loaders and trucks ... we
had a dozen people out there with chain
saws," he said.
He said the debris piled next to the
church could not be put in the city landfill because it was full, however.
"Right now we're in pretty good
shape if we could only find something til
do with it," he said.

Hot Weather Increases Chance
For Heat-Related Illnesses
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
Temperatures pushing near the 100degree mark are expected to continue
across Kentucky for several days, according to the National Weather Service.
And with the hot weather comes an
increased chance of heat-related illnesses. According to a health official
with the state Department for Human
Resources, those who know a little
about the two most common ailments
may help save a life.
Heat exhaustion and heat stroke both
are caused by being expose'd to too
much heat and humidity. But there is
an important difference, according to
Dr. Caries Hernandez, assistant commissioner for disease control and
epidemiology in the department.
Heat exhaustion is usually a mild,
,temporary condition, while heat stroke
kills up to half its victims.
Heat stroke is a breakdown in the
body's ability to rid itself of heat

through perspiration. If left untreated,
heat stroke almost always results in
death, Hernandez said.
"Skin temperature and moistness is a
key to the difference between the two
conditions," he said.
The skin of a victim of heat stroke is
very hot and dry, usually appears flushed and then turns gray. Another sign of
heat stroke is a strong offensive body
odor.
Persons suffering from heat exhaustion may have skin temperatures a bit
higher or lower than normal, and the
skin is clammy.
"If a heat-stroke victim is to have a
fair chance of surviving, bystanders
must act immediately," Hernandez
said.
If ice is available, he said, apply it all
over the victim's body. If water is nearby, keep throwing it on the victim until
- an ambulance arrives or while the victint is being taken to a hospital.
Even pouring cold soft drinks over a

"4,-.:••••••

victim is a sensible step, Hernandez
said.
The arms and legs should be rubbed
vigorously to get cooler blood circulating through the body.
If the victim develops convulsions, as
often occurs,an object should be placed
between his teeth to prevent injury.
Heat exhaustion is more frequent and
rarely is a serious problem, Hernandez
said. Getting the victim to a cool place
and, if he is able to swallow, giving him
liquids usually is sufficient treatment.
Unless a heat-exhaustion victim
lapses into a coma, which happens occasionally, professional medical help
probably is not necessary, Hernandez
said.
To avoid either illness, Hernandez
said, people should try to avoid extreme
heat and humidity. Persons who must
be outside should rest in a cool place
regularly and drink liquids. And those
with heart problems should be especially careful, he said
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Wedding Vows Will
Be Read At Home

•
Community Events Listed

Saturday, July 12
Saturday,July 12
Murray Squar-A-Naders
Men's Medal Play Golf
Tournament of Murray Coun- will dance from 8 te 10:30 p.m.
try Club, E. L. Howe, Jr., at the American Legion Hall.
Tom Roper will be the caller.
chairman, will start today.
The Community Theatre
Brooks Chapel United
will present "The Man Who
a
have
will
Church
Methodist
Came To Dinner" at 8 p.m. in
cburchende picnic at the
the old freight depot of the
County
Murray-Calloway
City-County Park.
Park at 7 p.m.
Invitational Swim Meet as a
will
Seesaw"
"Two For The
part of the Murray-Calloway
Purchase
be presented by the
County Jaycee Fair will be
Area Repertory Theatre at 8 held from 8 a.m. to 12 noon at
p.m at the Murray State the Murray-Calloway County
University Theatre.
Park Pool.
Breakfast will be served at
Annual meeting of the
the Oaks Country Club from
members of the West Ken7:30 to 8:30 p.m. with Wanda tucky
Electric
Rural
Brown, Polly Seale, Marcia Cooperative Corporation will
Hendren, and Linda Walker in
be held at the offices at
charge of the arrangements.
Mayfield at 3 p.m.
Sunti,lily 13
Evens at Land Between the
Jeffrey Cemetery, located
Lakes will include Gifts of the
Forest at 2 p.m., and To Cut on Highway 1346, east of DexOr Not To Cut?" at 2:30 p.m., ter, will have its annual
both at Center Station, and homecoming with preaching
Companion Planting at Em- by the Rev. Paul Bogard at
11:30 a.m. with basket lunch to
pire Point from 2 to 3 p.m.
follow.
Western Kentucky Poetry
A joint celebration on the ocReading Poets — Max casion of their 25th wedding
Boone,
Bale
Joy
Garland,
.Iliss Tommie Kau,. 11
anniversaries will be held for
David Polk, Frank Steele, and
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle (Peanut)
. (flu! Rickr 1)arid Crouch
Jim W. Miller — will be at Pierce and Mr. and Mrs. Rudy
from
Library
Public
Calloway
Lovett at the fellowship hall of
Mr. and Mrs. Ferrel Miller of Lynn Grove announce the
2 to 5 p.m.
the Kirksey United Methodist
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Twilight Cabaret will per- Church from 2 to 4 p.m.
Tammie Kaye, to Ricky David Crouch, son of Mr. and Mrs.
form at old beach house area
Ralph Crouch of Murray Route 1.
Gamma Gamniii Chapter of
of Kentucky Dam Village Beta Sigma Phi will have a
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Jim Hurt of
p.m.
8:30
at
State Park
Murray, the late Luther Greenfield, and the late B. W. and
family picnic at 1 p.m. at the
Ethel Miller. She is a 1978 graduate of Calloway County High
"Last of the Red Hot City-County Park.
School and is now attending Murray State University majorLovers" will be presented by
Gospel singing will be held
ing in elementary education.
the Purchase Area Repertory at the Kirksey Church of
8
at
Inn
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. R.
Ken-Bar
Theatre at
Christ at 2:30 p.m.
D. Crouch and of the late Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Babb. A
p.m.
Trap Shoot will be held at
graduate of Calloway County High School, he is now self
Al-Anon is scheduled to the Jackson Purchase Gun
employed as a farmer in Calloway County.
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman Club, located on Highway 121
The wedding is planned for Saturday, July 19, at the home
Pavillion, College Farm Road. North,six miles from Murray,
of the bride-elect's parents with members of the immediate
:This is a support group for with registration at 1 p.m. and
family only in attendance.
families and friends of shooting to start at 2 p.m.
alcohols and for information
Events in Land Between the
call 437-4229.
Lakes will include Companion
Bargain Matinees
All Seats $1.50
Chapter M of P. E. 0. Planting at 2 p.m. at Empire
Cine-Sun. Only
Sisterhood will have a lun- Point; Sermon and Gospel
2:00 P.M.
cheon at 12 noon at the home of Sing at 2 p.m. at The
Cheri-Sat. 8. Sun
The ladies of the Henry- Mrs. Howard Titsworth with Homeplace-1850; and Man and
2:00 P.M.
Calloway Country Club will Mrs. H. L. Oakley as The Forest at.2 p.m. at Center
Station.
have a golf scramble on Mon- cohostess.
day, July 14, at 4:30 p.m. at
'Mrs Thurs. 7/ 17
the club.
7 20,9 00 +2-00Sun
At 7:30 p.m. Monday, the
ladies auxiliary will meet.
Homemade ice cream will be
served, according to Charlie
Underwood, ladies' activities
chairwoman for the club.

GolfScramble To
Be Held At Club

Canned C It • 753-3314

Thru Thurs. 7/ 17

2

COOKING
IS FUN

7.05,9:15 -.-2,00Sun
ME g
A SECRET
STBEEN isumo
AP
KE
H

By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Feed SAM
ANNWNES

7,00,910

2,00Sat.,Sun.

ROW TO ILA
DR HIGH COTT
OILNING
gg
W..LOC Am

Thru Thurs. 7/ 1 7
7:05,9 30-.-2 00Sat.,Sun.
JoRN
B1115111

1HE BLULS
BROTHERS
Chestnut St•751-3314

2 Late Shows Tonite
CREECH & CHONGS
NEXT MOVIE (5)
Adult Entertainment
IS Or Over Only

Open 745.5prt 820

thry Tinos.
Sorts Aliddlor is
The Ross (It)
8.20+12:45 Sat.
ABA (PG)
Sas Field 1000
ay 1210 •7513314

A
really
good
hit!
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

LATE SHOW
FRI.& SAT. 11:30 P.M.

Tuesday,July 16
Free blood pressure check
will be held at the Murray
Seventh-Day Adventist Church, South 15th and Sycamore
Streets,from 12 noon to 2 p.m.
Murray -.isicribly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 pin. at the lodge
hall.
Summer music program for
Grades 4 to 6 will be held at 10
a.m. at the Memorial Baptist
Church.
Men's Church Softball
League will start play at 6
p.m. at the City-County Park.

r

Worried about
skipped beats
Lawrence E. Lpib,M.D.

ats or flip flops as some
DEAR DR. LAMB
Recently when I went to people call them aran't all
donate blood I was told my that uncommon. Most of us
pulse was irregular and I was have an occasional skipped
having skipprtf beaLs. I had no beat. They're just simply not
prior knowledge of this. I frequent enough to be noticed.
went to my doctor for a check You, obviously, have them
up and had an EKG and blood more frequently and possibly
tests, all of which were have short runs of maybe
normal. My doctor did tell me three to five at a time. Now
that my pulse is irregular. It that your attention has been
beats normally for a time and directed toward them, you're
then skips a beat and then aware of them and so you
beats three or four times notice them.
I'm sending you The Health
extremely fast. Since my tests
Women's
Christian
Murray
were normal, he felt I didn't Letter number 6-12, Heart
12
at
Club will have a luncheon
have anything to worry about. Irregularities, Skipped Beats
noon at Colonial House I saw another doctor and he and Tachycardias, which will
Smorgasbord with Betty told me the same thing. give you more information
these disorders. Other
Durham and Mary Hamilton Nevertheless, I feel my heart about
pounding and feel winded readers who want this issue
as speakers.
after no real exertion. I'm 5 can send 75 cents with a long,
Lakeside -Singers will pre- feet 5, weigh 114 pounds and stamped, self-addressed enveKenlake
I'm a 26-year-old female. Do lope for it. Send your request
sent a program at
you think I have anything to to me, in care of this newspaState Park at8:30 p.m.
worry about?
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Twilight Cabaret will perDEAR READER — I sus- Station, New York, NY 10019.
at
old
worrying
at
the
form
8:30 p.m.
pect you're already
There are certain things
beach house area of the Ken- and that may be part of the you can do to prevent this
tucky Dam Village State problem. Apparently, you've irregularity or at least the
already had a fairly good frequency of them. These are
Park.
examination and no evidence discussed in more detail in
From Pulp To Paper will be of underlying heart disease The Health Letter I'm sending
you but they include eliminata special program from 10 was found.
Those extra beats. skipped ing smoking cigarettes if you
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Empire
happen to do that, eliminating
Point, Land Between the
coffee, tea, colas and all
Lakes.
sources of caffeine. By the
way, that includes chocolate,
Tennis Guest Day with
both in candy and as hot chocwomen from Fulton and Union
olate or cocoa. Being in good
City, Tenn., will be held at the
physical condition also helps.
Board of Directors of the
.
Club.
Country
Murray
If you continue to have
Need line Association will
trouble, your doctor might
meet at 12 noon at Pagliai's.
Daniel Halpern, author and
want to give you a small
WADSWORTH, Ohio (AP) amount of one of the mediParents Anonymous will
editor, and Lee Pennington,
it's
thinks
inforcines used to control heart
meet at 7:15 p.m. For
author, poet, and folksinger, — Barbara Roberts
irregularities to control your
mation call 759-1792.
will be at the Calloway County sacrilegious to throw away a
Bible, so she paid $5 to rescue symptoms.
at
7:30p.m.
meet
at
Library
Public
will
Inc.,
Recovery,
Despite this, I think it's
one from a garage sale. What
7:30p.m. at the Health Center,
important for you to realize
a
was
buying
up
wound
she
Olive
will
Citizens
Senior
Dexter
that you can have such irreguNorth Seventh and
meet at 9:30 a.m, at the Dex- page of history that may be larities and not have any
Streets, Murray.
worth $25,000.
underlying significant heat
Center.
Summer music program for ter
Tucked inside the Bible disease.
a.m.
Is
10
DEAR DR. LAMB
Grades 1 to 3 will be at
Hazel Senior Citizens will published in 1852 by the exercising on a stationary
at the Memorial Baptist Churwas
Society
Bible
American
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
exercise bicycle harmful for
ch.
the Hazel Center with lunch at what Mrs. Roberts thought one who has varicose veins?
Hazel Senior Citizens will 11:45 a.m.
newspaper."
old
an
was "just
Or would this type of exercise
have activities fm m 10 a.m.to 2
But the newspaper ap- be good for the circulation?
Center.
DEAR READER — It
Hazel
the
at
p.m.
Ellis Center will be open peared to be an original copy
Lunch will be served at 11:45 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for ac- of the Ulster County, N.Y., depends a lot on how severe
veins are. In
4, the varicose
bvities by the Murray Senior Gazette dated Sunday, Jan.
general, whenever you conBoard of Directors of Citizens with lunch at 11:30 1800, that includes an obituary tract the leg muscles they
of George Washington.
County a.m.
Murray-Calloway
squeeze down on deep veins
The newspaper was printed inside the legs and help to
Community Theatre is
milk the blood out of the veins
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
Douglas Center will be open in Kingston, N.Y., by Samuel and up to your heart. This, in
the Public Library.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- Freer and Son.
turn, helps to empty the
The owner of the modern- superficial veins that you see
Douglas Center will be open tivities by Senior Citizens with
day Ulster County Gazette, under the skin. This activity
from 10 am. to 2 p.m. for ac- lunch at 12 noon.
Hugh Reynolds, said the decreases the pressure in the
tivities by the Senior Citizens
helps to prevent
Murray TOPS (take off original newspaper of that veins and
with bingo at 11 a.m., lunch at
overstretching of the veins.
in
began
publication
name
will
from
Club
games
sensibly)
table
pounds
12 noon, and
Actually, standing still is
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health 1792 and continued until the much more harmful to the
1 to 2 p.m.
his
started
Reynolds
18208.
veins in the legs than simple
By Abigail Van Buren
Olga Hampton WMU Group Center.
paper under the same name in walking or exercising as you
of Sinking Spring Baptist
1976.
June
described.
Retirees of Local 1068 UAW
Church will meet at 7:30p.m.
of the Tappan Company will
at the church.
have a covered dish supper at
Events for Senior Citizens at
5:30 p.m. at the First ChrisDouglas Center will include tian Church. This is open to all
old fashioned singing led by retirees of the UAW,
DEAR ABBY: We were both kids when we married. We
Bill Moffitt at 11 a.m., and regardless of what local they
of,
out
it
to
throw
didn't have a pot to cook in or a window
to square dance with the
learn
love.
were a member.
but we were in
over 60 group at 1 p.m.
He was ambitious, smart as they come, and worked like a
horse. I did all the things a good wife should do, including
Men's Prayer -Breakfast of
Guest Swim Day for Grades
raising three nice kids practically single-handedly while my
the First United Methodist
7 to 9 will be held at the Oaks
husband was all over the map on business most,of the time.
Church will be at 7 a.m. at the
To make a long story short, we sort of drifted apart.
Country Club.
Triangle Inn.
Twenty years later he was a multimillionaire, and we were
Tuesday,July 15
living in different worlds. That's when he asked for a
Bazaar Workshop for First
divorce. He said there wasn't anybody else — he just wasn't
Harvest Sunday School
"happy."
Class of First Baptist Church United Methodist Church
Well, I wasn't going to hang onto a man who didn't want
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the Women will be at 9 a.m. at the
me, so I didn't fight it. My lawyer got a much better
church.
parlor.
church
settlement than I asked for or expected, so I am well
provided for financially.
I've been alone for four years. He is now married to a
younger, stylish woman who is very pretty and active
socially. I frequently see her picture (usually with him) in
ACESTRA G. CORN, JR.
the society section of the newspaper. Abby,every time I see
a picture of that woman with.rny ex-husband, I get so upset I
have to go to bed for a week!
7-12-A
NORTH
"If misery loves compa•J 8 7 4 2
I would cancel my subscription to the paper, but I love
has company
misery
ny,
•03
your column. What should I do?
enough." -- Thoreau.
•K J 9 8
JEALOUS

LIGHT SUPPER
Rolls
Wayne's Salad
Assorted Cheese Tray
Coffee
Ice Cream
WAYNE MARSHALL'S
TOSSED SALAD
Vary the amounts of the ingredients called for to suit your
own taste and the number of
people you are serving.
Sliced cooked meat beef,
lamb orpork ), cut in
,z-inch wide strips
Cooked and peeled
potatoes, sliced thick
Olive oil
Chicory, torn into pieces
Watercress, coarse stems
removed
Alfalfa sprouts
Jerlisalem artichokes
( uncooked), pared and
sliced thick
Small green salad
peppers, drained from a
9-ounce jar
Vinaigrette: Olive oil,
red wine vinegar, Dijon
mustard, crushed garlic,
salt and pepper
In a large skillet in a little
olive oil, quickly brown the
meat until it is crisp; remove;
heat the potatoes in the same
skillet, adding a little more oil
if necessary, until they are
slightly browned. Toss meat
and potatoes with the chicory,
watercress, sprouts, Jerusalem
artichokes and salad peppers.
Whisk together the ingredients
for the Vinaigrette, in the proportions you prefer and toss
well with the salad ingredients.

JUST WHAT
WE ALL
NEED...

Monday,July 14
Ladies of Henry-Calloway
County Country Club will have
a golf scramble at 4:30 pm.at
the club. The Ladies Auxiliary
will meet at 7:30 p.m. with
homemade ice cream to be
served.
Reservations and cancellations for the luncheon by the
Murray Christian Women's
Club for Tuesday at the Colonial House Smorgasbord
should be made by today with
Lois Green, 759-4635, or Jane
Lamb,489-2706.
Russell's- Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 6 p.m. at the home of
Marion Fox for a summer
family picnic. Meat, bread,
coffee, and tea will be furnished by the women and each
family will bring a dish of
food, own chairs, dishes, nd
silver.
Baptist Young & Women of
Poplar Spring Church will
meet with Paulette Borders at
7 p.m.
Appreciation
Music
Workshop will be conducted
by Jana Rudolph at the
Calloway County Public
Library from 9 toll a.m. This
will be for children who have
just completed the first and
second grades and will continue throue July 18.
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Woman Finds
History Page
In Old Bible

Shut Your Eyes
And Turn the Page
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DEAR JEALOUS: Don't cancel your subscription.
Jufrt quit reading the society section.
DEAR ABBY: What is your opinion of a neighbor who
brings her dog next door to do his business on MY lawn —
and on a leash yet!
That dog's urine has burned white spots all over my lawn.
Her lawn is lush, green and perfect.
I would give her a piece of my mind, but I don't have the
nerve.
FUMING
DEAR FUMING: I think your neighbor has a lot of
nerve and you don't have enough.
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 21-year-old unmarried woman.
Whenever I travel on a bus or plane, I enjoy conversing with
the person sitting next to me. It's easy to strike up a
conversation. I just introduce myself, then I'm asked where
I'm going, and what for, etc.
Well, Abby, I've got this terrible habit of making up the
most fantastic stories. I never lie to people I know, but just
let me start talking to a stranger on a bus,and I start to spin
the most outrageous yarns. I even amaze myself.
I suppose it's just a matter of-time before I meet one of
these fellow travelers again and get tripped up in my lies.
I keep promising myself I'll quit making up stories, but
the first chance I get, I do it again. What's wrong with me?
STORYTELLER
DEAR TELLER: Probably nothing more than a
lively imagination and a strong desire to exercise it.
Why not try your hand at creative writing? It will
fulfill your urge to fantasize without telling lies.
DEAR ABBY: I have just received an invitation to the
wedding of two friends. Both are professionals and
,
financially well-off.
The invitatiofi indicated that the reception is to be a
"potluck feast." I find this very offensive, and think that on
such an occation the least they can do is provide refreshments for their friends.
How should I respond?
DISGUSTED IN SEATTLE
DEAR DISGUSTED: A disgusted guest makes poor
company. Decline — pfth no regrets.

There was plenty of misery for most defenders after
the play of today's doubled
game. It was played in the
prestigious International
Bridge Pairs Championship
sponsored by London's Sunday Times and two of eight
Easts found the winning
play.
Most Wests considered
bidding four spades, but the
double seemed more appropriate. A winning decision -provided one finds the winning defense.
Declarer ruffed the first
spade and led a diamond to
dummy's eight and East's
ace. East could do little
more than return a spade
and declarer ruffed once
again.
Declarer then took another winning diamond finesse
and led a trump, successully
finessing against East's
king. The ace of trumps took
care of the remaining
trumps and yet another diamond finesse provided a
long diamond to take care
of one of declarer's club
losers and the doubled game
was made.
How was the game
defeated at two tables?
By a simple, but brilliantly effective, maneuver executed by East. When declarer took the first diamond
finesse, the successful Easts
refused the ace! '
Now, had declarer drawn
the trumps he would have

7(

•102
EAST
•AQ1053
•K2
•A 5
•K 9 8 5

WEST
•K 9 6
•65
•Q 6 4 2
•AJ 63

SOUTH
•- - •A Q J 10974
•10 7 3

•Q 7 4
Vulnerable: None
East. The bidding:
East South West
1•
4V
Dbl.

Dealer:
North
All pass

Opening lead: Spade six
suffered three club losers
and, if he didn't draw the
trumps, the defense could
manage the play to secure a
third round ruff in
diamonds, scoring two
clubs, the diamond ace and
a diamond ruff for a one
trick set.
Sometimes the simplest
of plays can be the most
brilliant.
Rid with Cora
South holds

7-12-B

By cooling your home below 78 degrees,
ou'll be cool all right — until you receive your
-lectric bill. Then you may get a little hot under
he collar.
The way to keep both your house and yourself cool is to have your home weatherized
through TVA's Home Insulation Program. First
step'? Call us for a home energy survey. It's free.

•A Q 1053
•X2
*A5
•K9115
Seel*

Nortk

1•

2V

ANSWER: Three clubs
Strong enough to rebid at the
level of three which forces the
partnership to game
Send bridge onnoterom to The Aces,
£0 Box 12361 Deltas. Texas 75225.
with aelf-addresoed stamped envelope
for reply

Murray Electric
System
401 Olive — 753-5312
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Murray Business News Briefs
Impact Of Assembly To
Be Felt July 15 When
Laws Go Into Effect

Point of Sale Terminal

Computer Offers Stores
Economical Systems
PSR Computer Systems in
Murray is announcing a new
economical inventory and accounts receivable system for
retail stores. The system
utilizes an IBM Point of sale
terminal which functions as a
data collection device as well
as a cash register.
The system provides the
retailer with the opportunity
to enter data from his store in
a timely fashion. These transactions are transformed into
an Accounts Receivable and
Inventory Management
system. Several management
reports provided by the
system include aged accounts
receivable, bad debt report
and statements are prepared
routinely at month-end. The
inventory system can provide
merchandise control, credit
authorization and other functions which are now only
available to large retailers.
The Accounts Receivable and
Inventory systems can be installed independent of each
other depending on the requirements of the business.
Other features of the system
are terminal can be personalized to meet any unique
function a store may have;
price look-up of items to handle promotional items or
markdown,offers help in planning purchases, ordering merchandise and maintaining

balanced assortments to obtain maximum sales and profits and helps spot fast-slow
sellers as well as staple merchandise.
Charles Walston, general
manager, stated that up to
now, computer systems for
small to medium size retailers
has been limited due to cost
and complexities, but with the
announcement of the IBM
Retail Terminal, the system is
within reach of the smallest
retail business. The terminal
can rent as low as $142.00 per
month which includes service.
A demonstration of the
system may be seen at PSR
Computer Systems located in
their new offices in the OwenCompton Building at 104 N. 5th
Street or you may call 7539684.
VEGETABLE PACKET
Pick a packet for holding
vegetables to serve with summertime meals. On double
thick rectangles of aluminum
foil, place six potato slices, six
carrot strips and several
green pepper strips. Add a
tablespoon, each of butter and
water and one teaspoon bacon
bits. Fold foil onto vegetables
in a tight double fold, with
ends up on top. Place on grill
with folded side on top. Cook
20 to 25 minutes or until
vegetables are done.

WE'LL COVER
YOUR BUSINESS
ON ALL FLANKS.
Make Mile tinily business has lust the
right coverage In, your needs No more
No less
We've got many fine package programs
Mai add business interruption,
replacement cost and an inflation guard
to your basin fire and liability coverage

FEDERAL
KEMPER
INSURANCE
COMPANY

wersichary tA

Icempe*:
2
1

Ross Insurance Agency
210 East Main Street
Agents: Ronnie Ross,
Danny Ross, James Ross
Telephone 753-0489 or 753-0493
•
, "OW) //

The 1980 session of the Kentucky legislature adjourned
three months ago. But the real
impact of that session will be
felt on July 15, when most of
the 379 new laws that were
passed go into effect.
And many of those laws
have strong implications for
Kentucky's business sector.
A survey of business lobbyists, conducted by The Kentucky Business Ledger, contained one clearcut affirmation: that the action taken by
the 1980 General Assembly
regarded as "most favorable
to the state's overall business
and financial climate" was
passage of new workers' compensation legislation.
That legislation, which survived heated debate and no
fewer than 124 amendments,
takes direct aim at what Kentucky business has considered
its greatest common problem.
Virtually every business must
provide workers' compensation coverage, which compensates workers for job-related
injuries and health problems,
and Kentucky employers have
been paying the 14th highest
premiums in the nation. At the
same time,the state has ranked 42nd in benefits paid to injured workers.
The legislation that takes effect July 15 mandates an
overall 27 percent reduction in
premiums, and it turned out
that some employers will enjoy a 30 percent reduction.
New rates filed recently by insurance companies, to go into
effect July 15, will cost Kentucky employers about $82
million less this year.
Most of the savings lie in the
fact that workers who suffer
permanent, partial injuries
will receive benefits for a
maximum of 425 weeks.
Previously, many received
lifetime benefits. Benefits
were increased for totally
disabled workers.
Business lobbyists who were
the
put
surveyed
administration-backed
development
economic
package second on their list of
pro-business legislation. One
bill authorizes the state to
issue up to $100 million in
economic development bonds
over the next two years. Attracting greater interest in
Kentucky's cities and towns is
another bill in the package,
which enables city and county
governments, air boards and
riverport authorities to issue
tax-exempt revenue bonds for
a wide variety of commercial
projects.
Such bonds have been
limited until now to industrial
projects, but a number of Kentucky governments have
authorized new bond issues for
previously-ineligible projects.
Among those poised for the July 15 date are a Hopkinsville
shopping center, an eastern
Kentucky coal company project,a Hazard shopping center
and a Louisville office
building, supper club and
restaurant. The bond issues
are subject to approval by an

Your Individual
Horoscope
FOR MONDAY,JULY 14,1180

What kind of day will
oversight committee to be ap- tomorrow be? To find out what
pointed by the governor.
the stars say, read the
Other legislation mentioned forecast given for your birth
in the survey as major Sign.
business-related
ac- ARIES
complishments of the ( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Romantically, this should be
legislature include the tightening of Kentucky's unemploy- an exciting day. Despite a
ment compensation law to change of plans, you'll have a
special time. Home work
eliminate payments to many
who voluntarily leave their
jobs, those fired for misconduct and "double dippers."
Also listed by some lobbyists
were increased funding for
state roads and bridges, the
Lectures by Nobel Prize
lifting of some interest rate
ceilings for lending in- winner Dr. Linus Nulling and
stitutions, funding for training nationally-known pediatrician
workers in new or expanding Dr. London Smith highlighted
industries, revision of state in- a three-day postgraduate
come tax statutes that exempt study seminar completed by
many small businesses, Murray chiropractor Dr.
reduction of the ad valorem Bryan L. Thacker Sunday in
San Francisco, Calif.
tax on whisky in storage and a
Thacker joined 4,000 fellow
law that will allow some
precincts in "dry" Ashland to professionals from the United
States, Canada, and several
vote on liquor-by-the-drink
foreign countries to hear lecsales.
tures and see demonstrations
of recent research and.
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
THE MOVE LAST WEEK: developments in chiropractic
care.
Market direction was mixed.
Additional lectures provided
Biggest gains: General
/
2 from instructions in advanced
Energy (OTC), to 261
22/
1
4; Jerrico (OTC), to 23 techniques of patient treatfrom 211
/
4; Western Kentucky ment. Included were presentations by Dr. Russell Erchardt,
Gas (OTC), to 26
/
1
2 from 21.
Largest losses: Glenmore internationally recognized
(AMEX), to 293/4 from 303/4; authority on chiropractic xray; Dr. Richard Yetutie,
Kentucky Central Life (OTC),
specialist in chiropractic
to 18N from 19; Rellance
reflex technique and meridian
Universal(OTC),to 21/4 from
(acpressure) theraphy; and
23/
1
4.
Dr. David Walter, a specialist
in applied kinesiology (the
study of body mechanics and
anatomy in relation to human
movement and disease treat.
ment)
Subscribers who have not
Another featured speaker
received their home-delivered
was Robert S. Mendelsohn,
copy of The Homy Lodger & Times by
M.D., associate professor at
530 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
the University of Illinois
330 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m. School of Medicine, and
and 6 p.m., Idooday through Friday, or author of the best-seller,
"Confessions of a Medical
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays.
A circulation department em- Heretic."
ployee is on duty during these
The San Francisco seminar
was one of nearly 250 spontime periods to insure delivery
sored during the past 30 years
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or.
by the Parker Chiropractic
4 p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
Research Foundation of Fort
delivery.
Worth,Texas,
The regular business office
Thacker, a graduate of
hours of The Murray Ledger & TimesPalmer College in Davenport,
are 8 au. In 5 p.m., Monday
Iowa, has his office at 903
through Friday and 8 a.m. to noon,.
Sycamore St., telephone
Saturdays.
number 753-9909.
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Local Chiropactor
Hears Leactures At
Three-Day Seminar

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

You need both.
Allstate homeowners
insurance and
mortgage protection
life insurance.

Allstate Invests
Over $2,235,000
In County Bonds

Carrier

•

402 Sunbury Circle

\II ADO C

753-12?

Allstate Insurance Companies have invested more
than $2,235,000 in bonds in
Calloway County,according to
C. Robert Snyder, associate
vice president for Kentucky.
Calloway County investments are part of more
than $98,405,000 in bonds held
by Allstate in 52 counties in
Kentucky.
"Local Allstate investments
have helped make possible
Murray State University
Education Building," Snyder
said.
Allstate investments have
helped finance other community schools, hospitals and
public utility services
throughout the state.
"As a corporate citizen of
Kentucky, Allstate feels an
obligation to reinvest in local
communities that have contributed so greatly to our company's growth," Snyder said.
"During these periods of
economic uncertainty, an investment in people reaffirms
nur commitment to prosperous future for all our
citizens," he concluded.

+
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Frances Drake

projects go well.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Put new domestic plans into
action. The p.m. favors
serious mental study. Your
concentration powers are at
their best.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
Short visits with romantic
overtones likely. Nervousness
is passing. Evening brings
help from older people or
relatives.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 221
You'd find something
special in an out-of-the war
shop. Trust intuition re work.
A good time to stabilize
existing ties.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)a
Your personality is an asset
in all your dealings, but please
don't let it go to your head or
you'll dissipate gains.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nOli.
An active social life for you.
Don't get nervous if someone
is late for an appointment.
Evening favors visits or talks
with old friends.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Good news from a distance.
You'll
make
a
good
impression on others and
should accept invitations.
Later,..career preoccupies
you.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)'
An important day for career
progress. Get in touch with an
old friend at a distance. You
can safely trust your intuition
now.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )
4V.
A good time to talk to
advisers. News from a
distance has you making
plans. Business efforts pay
off.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
A good time to seek
nececsary loans. Stay clear
though of a risky proposition
of a friend. Be receptive to a
close ally's suggestions.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Togetherness marks your
approach to all activities.
Accept an off-beat invitation.
You'll meet some intriguing
types at a party.
PISCES
(Feb 19 to Mar. 20)
A busy work day, but
progress is the result. After a
day of accomplishment, you
can afford to relax later.
Enjoy the company of close
ones.

fict

YOU BORN TODAY are
inventive, high-strung and
versatile. You dislike routine
and have a penchant for
adventure. You may make
several changes before
settling on a career. Travel,
advertising, law and selling
are some of the fields that
may appeal to you. Often you
choose a creative medium
through which to express your
zest for living. Writing, film,
acting and music would
satisfy your intellectual
curiosity. You like people
around you and enjoy an
audience. Birthdate of: Woody
Guthrie, folk singer; Ingmar
Bergman, film director; and
Irving Stone, novelist.

Bob Boeschel (right), quality assurance engineer at
General Tire and Rubber Company's Mayfield plant,
presents the Travelling Renewal Award to Barry Rowler
outgoing chairman of the Jackson Purchase Section of
ASQC and Certified Quality Engineering Supervisor at
GT&R.

Jackson PurchaseSection
Wins Director's Trophy
The Jackson Purchase Section of the American Society
for Quality Control has won
the Region Nine Director's
Travelling Renewal Trophy
for the 1979-80 year. The section earned the award by
renewing the largest percentage of current membership
for the 1980-81 year than any of
the other eleven sister sections.
At present, Region Nine is
over 1,500 members strong
with professionals engaged in
the management, engineering, and scientific aspects of
Quality and Reliability.
With the economic slump of
the past months in our area, it
has become even more evident that the consumer will

Allstate

See or Phone
Bob Billington CPCU You're in good hands.
411state Insurance Compsn
Guy Billington
• 111.1steLlre innurAnrecornpar
,
Northbrooli
Owen Billington
Dan Shipley
Tom Scruggs
Mike Outland
753-1751 Brol-Alr Contor

urray
Insurance
Agency

APRICOT-VANILLA
Wouldn't an Apricot-Vanilla
Ice Cream Mold be a
delightful dessert for a party
of eight? Don't despair if you
have no fancy mold. Simply
chill a one and one-half quart
mixing bowl in the freezer for
30 minutes. Combine /
1
4 cup of
apricot preserves with ½ cup
toasted sliced almonds. Press
on bottom and part of the way
on the sides of the bowl, then
freeze until firm. Press one
quart slightly softened vanilla
ice cream into bowl; freeze
again, several hours or overnight.
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Allstate's homeoWners insurance will
help to rebuild your house if an insured
disaster strikes.
But, what ifsomething happens to
you? Who will pay off the mortgage?
That's why you also need AllstateLife's
mortgage protection life insurance. It
helps pay off the mortgage if you die.
So your family will have help to live in
a debt-free home. You need both kinds
ofinsurance.
Just give me a call and get in on
Allstate's Good
Hands protection.

demand products that are
reliable, maintainable, and of
the highest quality available.

042 Chestiest
753-41132
S•rvhs. Murray 43 Yrs.

•

Congrathlations
to
Barry Bowler
The Jackson Purchase
Section of the
American Society For
Quality Control
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Letter To The Editor
Fair Queen

Committee
Says Thanks

EDITORIAL

Social Security Rx:
Universal Coverage
Despite big increases in the
Social Security tax, initiated
and scheduled, officials of the
retirement system concede that
there will not be enough money
to pay benefits beginning in
1982.
A worker earning $25,900 or
more this year will pay $1,587.67
in Social Security taxes. By
1987, the maximum tax — on an
earnings base of $42,600 — will
Nbe $3,045.90.
But benefits have continued
to increase since the system
was established in ,the 1930s.
Disability provisions of the program are costly and controversial. Social Security critics
were shocked to learn that
many prison inmates are receiving disability payments because they have been ruled
mentally disturbed.
Congress has been patching
the system here and there. Disability payments will be reduced to those entering the program after July 1. Disabled
persons are being offered incentives to return to work if they
..are able to do so. Expenditures
will be reduced by apout '$2.6
billion over the next four years.
But that's less than an
overhaul.
The president's Commission
on Pension Policy has stressed
the need for the program to

bring in all American workers.
At present, about 10 percent,
mostly government employees,
are outside the system.
The inequity is apparent.
The government worker, who
enjoys his own pension plan,
pays nothing into Social Security. He can retire early, however, work briefly in a Social
Security covered job and reap
benefits far out of proportion to
his limited participation. Such
cases cost the Social Security
fund about $1.9 billion last year
alone.
And much of Social Security
now is a form of welfare for
which 10 percent of the people
are not taxed.
Something more, obviously,
must be done before the next
crunch comes in 1982. The most
simple answer would, be to reduce benefits.
But the 36 million recipients
— the retired, the widows, the
orphans, the disabled — won't
stand for that.
An effort must be made to
include the 9 million exempt
workers to increase the Social
Security tax base and to spread
the cost of welfare aspects of
the system.
A healthy Social Security system-must include the uncovered
10 percent.

Business Mirror

\ Decision On Rates
Urged By Lendors _41
NEW YORK (AP) — Unless a highhanded regulatory decision is cancelled
— and soon — many would-be
homebuyers will be turned down at the
mortgage window later this year, a major lending group is claiming.
The U.S. League of Savings Associations, whose members account for
more than half the residential mortages
outstanding, maintains the decision
also would condemn Americans to
double-digit mortgage rates.
So misguided was the decision, the
league says, that it represents a fundamental departure of government'
support for housing and threatens the
country with the worst recession since
the unlamented 1930s.
Perhaps more to the point, it
threatens league members with the loss
to commercial banks of billions of
dollars in deposits, as much as $17
billion in the next six months alone, the
league says.
The decision that so offends the
league was made May 28 by the six'member Depository Institutions
Deregulation Committee, set up to
oversee an orderly, six-year phase-out
of savings rate controls.
Included in those controls is a onequarter point interest rate advantage
that savings institutions have long enjoyed over their commercial bank
counterparts, the better to attract
money for housing.
Housing, the savings institutions remind you, is the strongest commitment
they have. And that one-quarter point
advantage, they argue, helps attract
deposits for funneling into mortgage
loans.
In effift, the DIDC suddenly took
away the advantage, at least as it
relates to six-month savings certificates, the most popular form of
deposits at savings institutions in recent months.
Since then, the league has levied one
blast after another, beginning with a
statement from its chief economist that
the action was "misguided monetary
policy formulated in a period of stress
.
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from misguided fiscal policy." It appealed to Congress. It went to court.
The league accused the "bankerdominated" DIDC of "violating a law
that Congress passed only two months
earlier," that law being the one that set
up the DIDC and ordained it to oversee
orderly deregulation.
A few men,said a league spokesman,
took it upon themselves to change the
nation's housing policy without any
public hearings. In doing so-, it said,
they violated a clear understanding
about their role.
Their role,said Edwin- Brooks,league
president, was to retain the interest
rate advantage until the savings institutions could adjust to the change.
But, he said,they took it away in weeks,
not years.
The league has appealed to the president, who appointed the committee, to
Congress and to the U.S. District Court
in Washington asking that the action be
overturned because the DIDC
disregarded the law.
The league seeks to limit the DIDC's
power to alter rules, and to give each
house of Congress the option of vetoing
DIDC actions within 60 days.
111M1111=1.1111•111111===.1
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Thoughts
In Season
By Kea Wolf
For those moderns who care to listen,
the Roman poet Ovid 143 BC to 17 AD)
sums up the whole story of courtship
and love in this succinct passage from
his famous Art of Love:
First, remember to choose
Carefully the woman you will set
your heart upon; second, you
must secure her submission;
third, you must perpetuate her
attachment to you. This Is my entire syllabus and text.
Ovid may have been rather armgant but no one can say that he
wasn't also practical. In a later
passage, h0 advises men to
choose their women during the
sunlight hours because "there
are no ugly women in the night
time."

(4/
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Sgt. Lewis E. Hicks, Jr., has been
awarded the Combat Infantryman
Badge for service in Vietnam.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Omera
College, Murray, from injuries in a
automobile-truck collision on Highway
564, four miles south of Farmington,
and Mrs. Geneva Watson,93.
Lt. (jg) BenbT. Hogancamp, son of

Summer enrollment at Murray State

University has reached an all time high
of 3,202 students, according to Wilson
Gantt, registrar.
Ivan Wilson, an educator for 38 years
at Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, will have his watercolors
featured at an exhibit at the Murray Art
Guild through July 18. He is a native of
Hazel.

Calloway County Farm Bureau at the
joint meeting of the Bureau and the
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation held July 9.
The Rev. B. R. Winchester, pastor of
the Lone Oak Baptist Church, will be
the speaker at the revival at the Scotts
Grove Baptist Church, according to the
pastor, the Rev. Billy G. Hurt.
Diane Elkins, daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. W. C. Elkins, will leave July 18 for
an extensive tour of Europe.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
William F. Miller, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Thompson, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Mayfield.
Larue Saunders, Children's librarian
at Cincinnati, Ohio, is visiting her
parents. Mr.and Mrs. Rufus Saunders.

Williams.
The Rev. L. L. Jones of Clinton will
speak at the revival at the Lynn Grove
United Methodist Church starting July
18, according to the Rev. L. C. Lee,
church pastor.
Mrs. Lonie Eldridge announces the
engagement of her daughter, Loretta,
to Hugh Grey Fuqua, son of Mr. and

Mrs. Marshall Fuqua.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Odell Lamb, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
James D. Ray, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Gene Watson, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs.Samuel Cossey.
Betsy Howton, Betty Jo Crawford,
Clarice Rohwedder, and Judy Carr are
members of Girl Scout Troop 11 of Murray who are camping at the Bear Creek
Camp. Mrs. Tom Rowlett is camp
director.

Dr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Hogancamp,
has returned from a year's tour of duty
in South Vietnam with the U. S. Navy.
He will next report to Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold L. Marvin will
observe their 50th wedding anniversary
on July 14.

20 Years Ago
A joint effort of the Calloway County
Conservation Club and the Calloway
County Health Department will be
undertaken July 13, 14, and 15 to have
all dogs in the county immunized
against rabies.
Janet Like, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil Like, and Charles Eldridge,son of
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Eldridge, were
elected as queen and king of the

30 Years Ago
"Calloway County is furnishing the
sliced tomatoes for the Big Barkley
Breakfast for Homecoming Day for
Alben Barkley, vice president of the
United States, at Paducah on Aug. 18.
All eight Purchase counties are furnishing an item on the breakfast
menu," from the column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James C.

40 Years Ago
The Calloway County Health Department with Dr. J. A. Outland as director
and Virginia Irvan as county health
nurse, will begin typhoid vaccinations
on July 18 at the various county schools
that opened July 8.
Deaths reported this week include
Buron W. Overbey, 52, and Wesley L.
Cook,69.
Boone Hill, president of the Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association, spoke at the meeting of the
association held here on July 10. The
association now has 9,662 members.
Over 2,000 picnickers and Fourth of
July celebrationists made up the large
crowd attending the annual Pine Bluff
celebration, sponsored by the Steele
Brothers.
Excellent enrollments in all of the 31
county grade schools that opened July 8
have been recorded, according to T. C.
Arnett, superintendent of Calloway
County Schools.
Sgt. Louis M. Evans, son of the Rev.
and Mrs.S. C. Evans, Murray, has been

transferred to the Fourth Medical
Troop at Fort Knox.
Mrs. Joe T. Lovett, Murray, was
elected a member at large of the state
Central Democratic Executive Committee, and Hall Hood, Murray, was
elected elector from the First Congressional District of the Kentucky
Democratic Convention held last week
in Louisville.
Marriages announced this week include Violet Rogers to W. D. Kelly on
June 14, and Grace Whitson to Johnny
Long on July 2.
Assets of the Bank of Murray are
listed at $1,766,499.78 and of the Dees
Bank of Hazel are $165,273.47, according to published reports on conditions
of the banks as of June 29, 1940.
The annual picnic of the Hazel and
Murray Seventh-Day Adventist Churches was held July 4 at the Mason Lake.
. Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Forty Little Mothers" starring Eddie
Cantor and Judith Anderson.
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Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin

Futrell Info Requested

50 Years Ago
Tuesday, July 8, 1930, was the hottest
day in Murray during the past six
years, according to H. B. Arnold, official weather reporter and recorder for
Murray. The thermometer registered
104 degrees throughout the greater part
of the day. For 15 minutes on July 7,
1926, the mercury reached this mark,
but soon fell with the approach of a
storm, Arnold said.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. D. M. Wear, William Thomas
Downs, 82, John e. Farris, 2, and Mrs.
Eldora Bazzell,69.
A record enrollment in the 50 rural
schools in Calloway County is believed
to be due to so many families returning
to farms from cities, particularly
Detroit, Mich., because of unemployment, according to M. 0. Wrather,
superintendent of Calloway County
Schools. Where there were numbers of
vacant houses in the county a few
weeks ago, there can be found only a
few unoccupied places now. If this condition prevails, it may become
necessary to reopen some of the 17
discontinued schools of the county,
Wrather said.
Tuition is free to Kentuckians for the
fall semester to open Sept. 22, 1930, at
Murray State Teachers College, according to an ad this week for the college,
Rainey T. Wells, president.
The Rev. W. A. Swift will be
evangelist at the revival at the Mt.
Carmel Methodist Church,according to
the pastor, the Rev. G. L.Smith.
New officers installed by the Murray
Rotary Club were T. R. Stokes, Dr. E.
B. Housden,0. L. Boren, K. C. Frazee,
and R. H. Falwell. Directors are
tranan Beale and Harry I. Sledd.
The annual picnic of the CallowhyGrres County Jersey Cattle Club will
belteld July 30 at the Lawson Radford

WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times,Box 32, Murray,Ky.42071.

Dear Editor:
We wish to express our appreciation
to the many businesses who have sponsored and given gifts for the MurrayCalloway County Fair Queen contest,
sponsored by the Murray Woman's
Club in cooperation with the MurrayCalloway Jaycess.
Without the cooperation and support
of the local businesses, the contest
would have not been so successful. Proceeds from the queen contest will be used for civic beautification by the club.
Sponsors and supporters include the
following:
Artcraft, Astro Car Wash, Auto
Shack, Dr. Ronald L. Babb, Bamboo
Garden, Bank of Murray, The Beauty
Box, Big Joe's Family Restaurant, Big
John Super Stores, Inc., Blackford
House Gallery, Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home,The bookmark, Boone's
Laundry St Cleaners, Burger Queen,
Captain D's, Carroll Tire and Wheel
Alignment, Carroll VW-Audi, Mazda,
Inc.,
Cherry's, J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home, Clinic Pharmacy, Coast to Coast
Total Hardware, Lyndia Cochran
Dance Studio, Corn Austin Co.,
Creative Printers, DeVanti's, D. & W.
Auto Supply, Dunn Furniture, Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., Enix Interiors,
Farm Bureau Insurance, Fashion 220,
Fisher Price Toys, Flav-O-Rich Milk
Company, Fred's, Freed Cotham Company, Garland Used Cars, Gene & Jo's
Flowers,Head Quarters,
Holland Drugs, Holton & Melugin Ins.
Agency, Home Federal Savings & Loan
Association, Hopkinsville Federal Savings & Loan Association,Hutson's Ag
Service, Inc., Jim Adams IGA, Northside, Jones Fruit Stand, Jones Landscaping, Juanita's Flowers, JuDon's
Bags & Beads, Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control, Landolt & Sledd Insurance
Agency,Leta's Beauty Salon, Lindsey's
Jewelers, Littleton's, Lyons Electric,
McKeel Equipment Company, Inc.,
Mademoiselle Shop, Merle Norman
Cosmetics, Murray Appliance, Murray
Auto Parts, Murray Cablevision Co.,
Murray Datsun, Inc., Murray Home &
Auto, Murray Insurance Agency, Murray Ledger & Times, Murray Lumber
Company, Murray Miser, Murray Sewing Center, Owen's Food Market,
Pagliai's Pizza, Parker's Food Market,
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc., Peoples
Bank,Pickens Electric Supply,
Poppy Shoppe, PSR Computer Service, Purdom Oldsmobile, Pontiac &
Cadillac, Purdom & Thurman Insurance Agency, Ryan's Shoe Store,
Sammons Bakery, Scott Drug Company, Settle-Workman, Inc., Steele &
Allbritten,Stokes Tractor & Implement
Company,Storey's Food Giant, Tabers
Body Shop, Thurman Furniture, The
Place, Trenholm's, Trina's Action
Wear, Twin Lakes Office Products,
Inc., Vinson Tractor Company, Wallis
Drus, Inc., Wells Electric, and WSJP
Radio.
Again sincere thanks for your support
and also of the entire community.
Sincerely yours,
Sue Spann and Ann Brooks,
Fair Queen Co-chairmen,
Murray Woman's Club

farm at Kirlcsey, according to County
Agent C.0. Dickey.
Marriages announced this week include Mary Sykes to Ralph Wear on
June 15, Jetta Hale to Carl Johnson on
June 28, and Lois Buriteen to Toy Jones
on April 22.
Resources of the Bank of Murray are
listed as $1,136,454.34, of the Farmers
Bank of Hazel as $159,420.87, and of the
Dees Bank of Hazel as $267,432.86 in the
published statements of the banks at
the close of business on June 30, 1930.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre are
"The Texan" starring Gary Cooper and
Fay Wray, a comedy, "Cook Papa
Cook," and a new serial, "Lightin' Express."

Being a bit slow answering my mail,I
recently found a letter which Sarah
Frances Vance Roper, 1513 Stonewall
Way, Louisville, wrote to me a few
months back.She was asking for help in
tracing her family. I am going to
reprint part of the letter here, in hopes
that some reader may be able to help
her.
"Having been born and raised in
Calloway County and having access to
some of your 'Echoes From the Past,' I
have been reading with interest your
articles on different families, especially the Futrells. I have seen only three
articles since the death of my father,
Fred G.Vance.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, July 12, the 194th
day of 1980. There are 172 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history: in the
year 100 B.C., the Roman emperor
Julius Caesar was born.
On this date:
In 1804, Alexander Hamilton died
from a gunshot wound inflicted in a duel
with Vice President Aaron Burr.
In 1817, the American naturalist and
writer, Henry David Thoreau, was born
In Concord, Mass.
In 1957, Prince !Carlin, a 20-year-old
Harvard student, became the aga khan
and leader of 20 million Ismaili
moslems after the death of his grandfather.
In 1974, former Nixon aid
'
, John
Ehrlichman and three others were convicted of conspiring to violate the civil
rights of Daniel Ellsberg's psychiatrist.

Ten years ago, explorer Thor Beyerdahl arrived in Barbados on a papyrus
reed boat, 57 days after leaving Morocco on his second attempt to prove the
ancient Egyptians could have made a
similar crossing 4,000 to 5,000 years
earlier.
Five years ago, American Col.
Ernest Morgan — kidnapped by leftists
in Beirut — was released unharmed to
Lebanese Premier Rashid Karam'.
Last year, the Gilbert Islands — a
necklace of coral atolls where the
Marines fought one of the costliest battles of World War II — became the independent Republic of Kiribati, ending
87 years of British rule.
Today's birthdays: Architect
Bucluninster Fuller is 85, comedian
Milton Berle is 71, Oregon Sen. Mark
Hatfield Is 57.
Thought for today: Ask yourself
whether you are happy, and you cease
toile so. —John Stuart Mill (1806-1873)

"My maternal grandmother's
maiden name was Futrell and I do
know she came from what we always
called 'between the rivers.' I have no
idea if she was born there but do have
some information.
"My grandmother's name was Sarah
Ann Futrell, the daughter of Henry and
Elizabeth Futrell. She was born April
24, 1857, married to Joeabb Outland,
son of Frederick Outland and his wife
Angeline Beale Outland, on October n,
1876. If it is of any interest to you, he
was born Oct. 10,1850.
"So far as I know, Sarah Ann Futrell
had two sisters, Martha Futrell Purdom and Elitha Futrell McCuiston, and
two brothers, Ricks and Richard
Futrell. It is very possible that my
maternal grandfather, Joeabb Outland,
may have come from 'between the
rivers' also, as your articles indicate
many of the early settlers originally
came from North Carolina. My grandfather Outland had a brother, Everett
and a sister Eliza Outland Downs.
"Relatives of Alois, Finis, Dallas or
Jabe Outland may be able to furnish
you with more information as they were
sons of Everett Outland.
"In your searchings and writings, if
you have come across any information
concerning my ancestors, I would certainly appreciate anything you can tell
me about them, The surnames I have
either copied from the family Bible or
guessed at, which accounts for the 'A •
spelling."
This is a time of family reunions and '
gatherings. If any readers are planning
such activities this summer and have •
compiled short family histories which
they would like to see included in this
column, please send them to me and 4
win be glad to do so.
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Fishing Line
i

Many species of fish have
been very sporadic in tbeir
feeding habits for the past
three weeks while others are
going full blast.
We had a slight drop and
then a rise in the lake elevation around the middle of June
and this seemed to change
some feeding habits.
The sauger were really doing great for a while but now
they aresenerally slow.
Many of the ones being
caught are 2-3 pounds but the
numbers are hard to ac-

cumulate.
Black bass are being taken
on deep points and from the
main lake treetops by casting
topwater buzz baits and the
old reliable pastic worm. A
few are always taken on deep
diving crankbaits from these
same types of structure.
I would suggest being on the
water at first light until 7:308:00 o'clock in the morning
and then again from 6:00 p.m.
until dark.
Watch for schools of shad
fry in selecting a place to cast

7

because the fry have reached
the perfect size to attract
hungry bass.
We have had several big
hatches of May flies on Kentucky Lake with the heaviest
concentrations being from the
Pine Bluff Islands southward
to Cypress Creek.
Those of you that have fished around May Fly hatches
know how much fun it can be
and the large variety of fish to
be caught.
Judy and I recently took a
combination of largemouth
bass, white striped bass,
yellow striped bass, bluegill,
longear and green sunfish,
and fiddler catfish, that totaled over 500 fish. We also
caught a few moon eyed shad
and skipjacks but didn't include them in the total catch.

Most of these fish were
taken on ultra-light tackle and
flyrods with May Flies.
Several different methods of
retrieving were used to catch
this large number of fish when
they had more natural food
than 10,000 fish could have
eaten.
Early in the day a fast
retrieve worked best and as
the sun climbed higher we let
our lures go deeper and
slower, casting into the shady
areas when they could be
found.
All of the fish we caught had
been feeding on the May Fly
adults for quite sometime
because each and everyone
was swelled to a near bursting
point!
We saw several small
"jumps" of white stripes but
they didn't stay on the top long

sioce the shad they were after,
came in small schools also.
I fished one Thursday afternoon with Kathy McGrew and
Doug Maxwell out of Kenlake
Marina. We trolled for sauger
at first and then just before
dark we cast for bass. Doug
and Kathy live in Murray, Ky.
but this was a totally new experience for them and I think
it nearly blew their minds. I
had been telling them about
the size of the sauger I had
been taking and how much fun
it was, but they were not
prepared for the success we
had,
The General Tire URW Local 665 held a team bass tournament out of the old air strip
Doug jumped out to an early
leaa and won top honors in
at Fenton, on Kentucky Lake, Saturday, July 5. The winners were, left to right, Kenneth
total fish caught, but Kathy
Buc-y and Mike Ernestburger first place, Danny Hendley and Bill Hadley second place,
caught the biggest that weighPee Wee Delk and Bob Mangrum third place, Ed Willie and foe LaRue fourth place.
ed 3'4-342 pounds!
Photo by M.Ary (Liao.
We sure do plan on a return
trip with these fine people.
We are now in a slow draw
down stage on Kentucky Lake
and this should help fishermen
a lot.
Local merchants' who Market, Sammy Todd Ar- Long Dist., Triple A. Club,
As you know,sauger fishing donated items to be given chery
Loft, Darnell Marine, Tom Brown, Murray
is best when there is a slight away as door prizes at the Vernons
Western Store, Boone Theatres, Glen Hook, Sol
current in the main river League of Kentueky SportCleaners, Hoaglands,
Fritz, Chuck Curnes, Uncle
channel. This same current smen's banquet were as
Herman Furniture, Duke & Lee's and Tom Snow.
helps pull the shad onto the follows:
shallow bars and ledges where
Crass Furniture, Swan
the white bass waits, usually Graphics, Big Mac's, National
in large schools. When the Store
shad are close enough, the'Kings Den, MarLan
bass herd them to the surface Ceramics, Bel-Air Decor, Col.
The novice who is looking started, what gear to buy and
in the same manner a dog Lee's, Murray Home & Auto,
for a source of information on suggestions for trips that will
herds sheep. Once on the out- Wallis Drug,
how too get into canoeing or interest individuals
or
face, a wild panic overtakes
Suzanne Fine Arts, Knights
the family who wants to ex- families.
the shad as they try to escape & Hale Products, Bamboo
pand its vacationing and
the hungry white bass, but not Garden, Hardin Sporting
Written
by respected
leisuretime activities with a
very many manage to get Goods, Wild Raspberry, Gibcanoe can now turn to a new authors in the field, this 68away!
son Ham Co., Corn-Austin, publication called The Wide page,
color-illustrated
Keep an eye on the surface Roses,
publication is available for
World of Canoeing.
and should you see it boiling
Willenbrinks Inc., M & G
Published by Aqua-Field $1.95 at local sporting goods
and minnows flying in all Glass, Wallis Stain Glass,
Publications for Coleman dealers or by writing to: Coldirections, get a lure into or as Byrons, K-mart, Beale HardMarine, this annual publica- eman Canoe Annual, Dept.
close to the boil as possible ware, Owens, Thurman Furtion offers sensible, up-to-date AF, Wichita, Kansas 67201.
and reel like crazy. You won't niture, Umoke Shoppe,
tips for the entry level It's interesting reading for the
be sorry!
Wiggins Furniture, Univercanoeist on subjects such as beginner but also offers some
Happy Fishing!
sity Book Store, Duncan
water safety, how to get tips for the Veteran as well.

Thank You Merchants

Canoeing Information

PART OF THE CATCH — These five sauger and one crappie were part of the catch of Kathy McGrew, Doug Maxwell and Jerry Maupin Thursday afternoon. The foot in
the phot shows the size of the sauger.

.1
CATCH — Kathy McGrew shows her 34 pound sauger
she caught while trolling with Doug Maxwell and fishing
guide Jerry Maupin.
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Fred Gardner, Owner

Darnell Marine Sales

oppy
Holiday Travel,Inc
Panorama

Murray, Ky. 42071
Route 3 Box 80
Highway 94 East

Shores on Kentucky Lake

DON McCLURE

NEW OWNER: Gary Darnell
BOATS-MOTORS-ACCESSORIES-MARINE SUPPLIES
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Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment
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(502)474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171
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Every Wed. night - June 8. July 6:00
to 8:00 - Bluegill Tournament, Kids
Ages 1 to 7 and 8 to 14

Open 7 Days A Week
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8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
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/ Rt. 1 Hardin
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Hwy. 641 So.

Campground. 502/354-8493
Marina- 502/354-65611
Rt. 5, Benton, KY 42025

Phone 753-8322
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SERVICT

Chp This Ad and Receive 10% OH Tackle

641 Super Shell

Bay View Bait Shop
At Calhoun Hill Boat Romp Pn Donaldson Creek
Specializing In Home Cooked Mexican
Food On Weekends and Holidays

0

HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories

Bait, Tackle, Picnic Supplies,
Boot Rentals, Guide Service
Spring Hours: 4 a.m.-9 p.m.

and

Hooks Wheel Alignment

Rt. 3 Cadiz

Owners: Harold 8. Maria Gambian
with tiny tots Donnie Sissy
502-924-9926 8

110
SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Hw.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6
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Cain's AMC Jeen

WATSON'S
Fish Market
759-1208
So. 12th. St.
(We Specialty, In Kentucky LokeCtlIsh)
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Serving Hot Breakfast One Free Cup of Coffee

Specializing in servicing tiros 5 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
In The Jackson Purchase
410 N 4th
753-6779

Hwy.641 North

641 South
753-1372
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Phone
502-753-5693

en Jonathan Creek
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Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait

Hwy. 94 East
Murray, Ky. 42071

SPORTSMAN'S SAFARI
CAMPGROUND and
SPORTSMAN'S MARINA

j
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9

/ Kenlake Marina

Quality & Quantity Guaranteed

s

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

9

GRAYSON McCLURE

Yoke 94 East out of Murray for 2 r',/es Turn rqhf on 280
Follow 280 for 7 m,Igs post Bonner s Grocery Take
blacktop into Ponororncfand follow blacktop to your roght

Wholesale live Bait

753-6448
1011.01
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BODY SHOP
900 Sycamore
753-5142
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Murray
Electric
System

No Matter Which One You Choose

EVERYBODY

Jeep CJ-7 Renegade

II AMC

Rhodes Supply Inc., serving Calloway Co. farmers with
Super Sweet Feeds and Animals Health Products, Livestock
Equipment and Farm Bldgs.

Support The
Jaycees
And Wish
For You All
To Enjoy
This Years
Fair

II Jeep
BE SURE TO VISIT OUR DISPLAY AT THE FAIR
Cain's AMC-JeepGory Key
Mill & Supply
s
Rhode
753
Saperswiset Salesman
Alike Stepbesis
Inc.
North
Owner
ult,
Rena
Rhodes
Gene
2453
(502)4119Cessenewor Saleuratio
1400-592-5418
(502)751-44411
ZAP"
-A1111
641
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Have You Heard The News?
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Purex
Detergent

Carroll Tire
& Wheel
Alignment
The First In This Area With
Infra-Red Wheel Alignment
The Most 5iccurote Wheel Alignment Avn,Inhle

Family Skze Box
9 Lb.3 OzRog. $3.119

To introduce this alignmentsystem we Sr. seNing all tires
I. stock at a special reduced rate now thru July 31st.
We also have computerized wheel balancing.
1105 Pogue Murray,Ky. 753-1489
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Dress up for the
Fair in new

Dee Cee
Painters Jeans
Size 25-36 Waist
Just Arrived

,
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* Tri-Ute

Pickens' Supply

OpdholwIrAM

153-6011

fighting. Plumbing &
901 An/6,
Electrical Supply
-

Why sould you pay
auto insurance rates
like an urban cununuter?
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Massey Ferguson

Kentucky Farm Bureau
Ray and Terry Brooch
753-4703
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111 N. 12th, Mu

"Murray''
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Vinyl Tops
•Seat Covers
•Head Liners
•Door Panels
• Boat Covers
•Cycle Seats

GUY HARPER - CANER

753-0405
MURRAY UPHOLSTERY
SHOP
637 S. 3rd Ext.

Murray, Ky.

ATTEI
Campers: Honda Express 8. M

Trail Riders: Largest selec
goggles, & helmets in this or
Toes-mg Riders: Excellent so
prompt installation, touring oi
We con make your G run r

*Compare Our Prices On

'Most complete service

Overbi
801 S. 4th Murray
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*0404( PROGRAM OF EVENTS 40404(4%*
Saturday, July 12th, 1980
8 a.m.-Noon—Invitational Swim Meet
Murray-Calloway County Park
Monday, July 14th, 1980
District Dairy Show-4-H & FFA
5:00 p.m.-4-H Rabbit Show
5:30 p.m.—Official Opening
7:00 p.m.—Mini Hot Rod Tractor Pull
Tuesday, July 15th, 1980
10:00 a.m.—Jersey Cattle Show
7:00 p.m.-4 Wheel Drive Drag
Wednesday, July 16th, 1980
10:00 a.m.—Holstein & Friesian Cattle Show*
5:00 p.m.—Open Rabbit Show
7:00 p.m.—Family Nite
Thursday, July 17th, 1980
1:00 p.m.—Kiddies Day
12 a.m.-4-H & FFA Dairy Show
7:00 p.m..—Local Talent Show
Friday, July 18th, 1980
10:00 a.m.—Beef Cattle Shows
700 p.m.—Horse Show
Saturday, July 19th, 1980
10:00 a.m.—Farm Bureau Day
1:00 p.m.—Horse & Mule Pull
7:00 p.m.—Local Tractor Pull

1TY

GENERAL ADMISSION

Before the Fair

Grab A Bite
To Eat At

ain D's
14,, Capt
A great little seafood place.

West Ky. Rural
Electric Coo'.(or .

Murray

GRAND STAND ADMISSION
FREE
$1.00
$2.00

Under Age 6
Age 6 thru 11
Age 12 and Above

A Message of tribute to the Jaycees

753-9383

111 N 12th, Murray

FREE
$1.00

Under Age 6
Age 6 and Above

Mayfteld

VALUABLE COUPON

"Murray's Pageant"
Headquarters
get,

"AT HOME
ama,

after the fair and get

OME FEDERAL

We have formals
fit for a queen...
Come by and see our
beautiful selections!
121 Bypass

COMO on in to
PIZZA -Hut
$2.00 off any large pizza
$1.00 off any med. pizza

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

Murray,Ky.

1201 Main

759-1630

Are you earning the highest rate
possible on your savings dollar?
You Will at

Murray, Ky.

c.

Home Federal
r

ATTENTION
Troll Riders: largest selection of Knobby tires, chain s,
goggles, 8, helmets in this area. Special prices on dirt bikes
Touring Riders: Excellent selection of premium tires with
prompt installation, touring acc.
We can make your G 1 run right! Satisfaction Guaranteed

*Compare Our Prices On ATC Three Wheelers

32 Flavors
Ice Cream

.c

753-4092
..
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Take Our Chicken To
The Lake
We Have Special Prices On
Orders Over 30 Pieces
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Authorized Dealer for Yamaha and Can-Am
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Offer Geed July 14-11

TOWN & COUNTRY
YAMAHA LTD.

The

1890's Ice Cream Parlor
Coldwater Road, Murray, KY
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Hut
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400 Mee.-Thaws.
4-12 Fri. 4-10 Sas.
Closed Sums.

12th & Chestnut
Murray, Ky.
759-44411
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1 Mile East of Murray on Highway 94
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Murray Blue Team Defeats Trigg
County To Reach Championship

P.

RELIEF PITCHER KRIS STARKS (left) is offered postgame
congratulations by Tim Glavin, who was injured earlier in

the game when a bad hop grounder struck him in the
forehead.

One Murray team was
eliminated last night, but the
other put itself in the driver's
seat in the Murray 13-YearOld tournament at the old and
new city parks last night.
The Murray Red team was
victimized by an 11-run
Calvert City inning as it lost,
13-3. Calvert City scored its 11
runs on only five hits.
Murray tried to start a comeback in the bottom of the
fourth inning, but its three
runs were not enough. Jon
Mark Potts and Dwayne Gammons had the game's only hits
for the Red teant in that inning.
The Blue team, however,
rolled to a 1443 win over Trigg
County to put itself in the 7:30
p.m. championship tonight
against the winner of the
Mayfield-Trigg County game
starting at 5:30 p.m.
Mayfield reached the finals
of the losers bracket by
pasting Benton, 13-0, and by
scoring the winning runs on a
grand slam to edge Calvert City, 14-10.
The Murray Blue teem
scored its 14 runs on only three
hits, with nine of those runs
coming in the second inning

with the aid of nine walks.
Tim Stalls scored twice for
Murray in the inning and had
a bases loaded triple. Michael
Pratt and Steve Malone had
Murray's only other hits for
the game.

Murray used two pitchers
effectively to put itself of having to win oily one of two
games tonight to win the tournament championship.
Alan McClard got the start
and pitched three innings. He

struckout five batters and
walked just one. Kris Starks
relieved McClard in the fourth
inning and faced just eight
batters in the last two innings,
allowing just one hit and one
walk while striking out two.
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Brewers Awake From Slumber, Beat Sox
By The Associated Press
Moore, shifted from ninth
Milwaukee's Charlie Moore place to leadoff in 'the
found himself going from one Brewers'lineup,came up with
end of the batting order to the five singles in as many at-bats
other and the Brewers' bats Friday night. And the
went from one extreme to the
other against the Boston Red
Sox.

Al Roundup

Tiger Freshmen
Report Monday
Anyone interested in playing freshman football at Murray High School this fall
should report to the fieldhouse
at 4 p.m. Monday. July 14.

Brewers, who had been shut
out in three of the last five
games and scored only six
runs while batting just .179,
awoke from their slumber in a
7-6 triumph.
Ben Oglivie drove in four
runs with a three-run homer
and an RBI single and Cecil

Cooper drove in three runs
and had three hits in the victory.
In other American League
games, the Oakland A's beat
the California Angels 6-2, the
Chicago White Sox trimmed
the Baltimore Orioles 5-4, the
Kansas City Royals rocked the
Detroit Tigers 7-3, the Texas
Rangers held off the New
York Yankees 10-8, the Minnesota Twins topped the Seattle Mariners 6-3 and the Toronto Blue Jays tripped the
Cleveland Indians 6-3.

Oakland bullpen, it might pitchers combined on a
have startled the inhabitants. seventatter to pace the White
A's starters had gone the route Sox' triumph. Chicago drove
in 11 of the prior 14 games, but Jim Palmer from the mound
when Manager Billy Martin '• in defeating the Baltimore
called on Jeff Jones with the star for the first time since
bases loaded in the eighth June 1, 1977 while Ed Farmer
against California, the rookie — who followed Rich Dotson
was ready.
and Mike Proly to the mound
He struck out four of the five — recorded his 18th save.
batters he faced and held off
Royals 7, Tigers 3
the Angels to record his third
George Brett, in only his sesave of the season — and only cond game back after missing
the fifth for the Oakland relief 26 contests with an ankle instaff.
jury, cracked three doubles —
one shortie the American
White Sox 5, Orioles 4
League record for one game—
Wayne Nordhagen drove in to pick up exactly where he
A's 6, Angels 2
When the phone rang in the three rims and three Chicago left off before the injury.

Herzog Believes Team Can Win
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WATCHING INTENTLY, coaches Bob Malone (left) and Kenneth Starks show their
concern as a Trigg Conniy is blunted by Alan McClard.

Dodger 'Playpen' Doing
A Man-Size Job Lately

Reds 5, Braves 3
cisco defeated San Diego 7-3.
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Johnny Bench's two-run
Pirates 4, Mets 2
AP Sports Writer
Mike Easier hit his fifth homer in the seventh inning .
Because of its youth, the Los
Angeles Dodgers' bullpen is home run of the season and George Foster's two-run
kiddingly referred to. as a against New York — a three- blast in the eighth carried Cin"playpen." But that doesn't run blast in the third inning — cinnati over Atlanta.
Bench's 13th homer of the
mean the relievers aren't do- that lifted Pittsburgh over the
Mets.
season came after Dan.;
ing man-size jobs these days.
Easier hit his 12th homer of Driessen had singled and ,
"When the manager calls
stolen second in the seventh :
down to the bullpen, he doesn't the season following a double
inning and was only the fourth.
ask our age," says 22-year-old by Dave Parker and a walk to
Cincinnati hit off Braves
Steve Howe, a key member of John Milner. The homer was
been caught 13 times in 36
off Craig Swan,5-7, and enabl- starter Doyle Alexander,7-4.
the Dodger Kiddy Corps.
stolen base attempts and has
Cardinals 5, Expos 3
ed Bert Blyleven, 3-7, to
been responsible for 16 defenKeith Smith's two-run dou- •
record his second victory in
sive errors. He has also been
three decisions against New ble capped a four-run rally in
labeled as playing too much as
York with eighth-inning relief the ninth inning that carried
an individual and being too
help from Grant Jackson and St. Louis over Montreal. Trailoften lethargic toward the
Howe came on to record his Kent Tekulve. Phillies 7, Cubs ing 3-1, the Cardinals chased
Montreal starter Steve Rogers
team.
eighth save of the season Fri- 2
with their big inning.
But lately, Templeton has day night as the Dodgers beat
Pete
Rose
hit
three
doubles
Silvio Martinez, 2-3, who:.
supposedly found himself Houston 3-2 and improved
again while very few games their lead to two games over and drove in three runs while came on to relieve starter
Mike
Schmidt
collected two Pete Vuckovich, in the
have come down to the classic the Astros in the National
triples and scored twice, as seventh inning, gained credit
individual'showdown that Fri- League West.
Philadelphia beat Chicago and
day afternoon's game against
Howe preserved Jerry tied Montreal for first place in for the victory.
Giants 7,Padres 3
Philadelphia astonishingly Reuss' 10th victory in 12
deci- the NL East.
Two-run singles by Johnnie
produced. St. Louis pitcher sions.
Paul Sykes,sporting only a 2-6
While the Cubs were charg- LeMaster and Rennie Stennett
In other National League ac- ed with only one error, a helped San Francisco beat San
record and a 5.35 earned run
tion,
Pittsburgh
beat
New
average entering the game,
number of erratic fielding Diego.
LeMaster's hit capped a
squared off against Nino York 4-2; Philadelphia trimm- plays contributed to starter
ed
Chicago 7-2; Cincinnati Lynn McGlothen's sixth loss in three-run rally in the first innEspinoza, to scatter eight hits
turned back Atlanta 5-3; St. 12 decisions and a three-run ing and Stennett's single gave
for a 10-inning shutout.
The game boiled down to Louis took a 5-3 decision over rally against a pair of the Giants a 5-0 rally in the second.
just one smack of the bat by Montreal 5-3 and San Fran- relievers in the seventh.
right fielder George Hendrick,
who has also been giving
writers the silent treatment
this summer but has let his bat
more than do the talking as he
has hit .311 and is second in the
league with 18 homers and 65
RBI.
The series-tying win Saturday was more in the order of
what Herzog has been wanting. Not only did he get
another pleasantly surprising
pitching job out of 41-year-old
Jim Kaat, but he now had a
team that was practicing the
art of moving baseninners
around again.
"We moved some runners
over," Herzog gleamed as he
sipped on a can of Michelop
Lite (not Miller Lite as is his
practice in the popular television sequence with Dick
Williams) beer. "Garry and
Ted gave themselves up.
"We have to play like that,
especially in this park. The
last two weeks, I have thought
things have been falling in
place.
Turn them on only when you have to. The
"Actually, we have a lot of
less they're on, the less your air conditioner
talent. I think we are still in
the race. We have not gotten
has to work. And that saves energy.
everything together to get
steam.
We
Just
some
haV;e not
becs aY.s.to bust out.
"We know what we have to
do — that is to win about 15 of
the next 20 or 16 of the next 22.
Murray-Mayfield
We just have to keep plugging
away."

Cards May Flock Yet
After the annual leisure
break for some and the AllStar rite, with the National
League winning for the ninth
straight time, for others, the
26 major league teams have
gone back to business.
All the play acting and
jockeying for position that
took place during the first half
of the season now turns into
the real war.
There will be no more pats
on the back between players
and coaches of rival teams as
were seen during Tuesday
night's All-Star game. Nor will
there will be the same degree
of patience shown by certain
owners toward their
managers when their teams
were not playing to their expectations.
All of which elicits a case in
point which may just be the
most topsy turvy story of the
season by the time all 162
games have been played.
That case it almost unmistakably the St. Louis Cardinals. This is a team that has
been written about for nearly
two-thirds of the first half of
the season and has not, as yet,
produced the winning combination that was expected to
challenge the Montreal Expos,
the Philadelphia Phillies and
the defending world champion
Pittsburgh Pirates.
No one can argue that those
teams are more than capable
of clinging tightly to their top
three perches in the National
League East Divison after the

first half of the season. But team's vitally needed relief
one must suspect just a slight pitchers). I know our club can
rumbling stirring in the river score runs. We have a good ofcity as Whitey Herzog, Cards' fense and good speed."
manager of a month now, swAnd how the Cardinals do
ings his lineup into the second have the offense. When every
half.
position on the St. Louis roster
is viewed closely, it is a bit difficult to find another one in the
majors that is as potentially
explosive or as versatile.
In left and centerfields are
two players who have to get on
base for the Cardinals to
break out of the cellar. Bobby
Bonds and Tony Scott are hitting only .193 and .227, respectively, but have the speed to
ignite the offense.
Bonds showed what he could
do in Saturday's game as he
reached base twice on walks
David Hibbitts
and once on a single to steal
Sports Editor
three bases and score three
Murray Ledger & Times
runs.
Bonds may be the most
talented journeyman in the
When asked during last game today. After years with
weekend's five-game series the San Francisco Giants and
with the Pinnies how his team the New York Yankees when
can make up for the almost he was alway a threat to hit 40
disastrous first half of the home runs and steal 40 bases
season that had resulted in a during a season, he is now
last place position with a wondering where he will be
record of 3446, Herzog took play next as he is already the
the matter in stride.
subject of trade talk again.
"We've been playing pretty
"If I can get on, we will be
good," he said about the all right," Bonds said after the
team's 16-11 record since he game. "I haven't been doing
has been at the helm."Our pit- that. I have been going
ching has been better (but, through the same thing as
then again, so is Mount St. George Foster (the Cincinnati
Helen's by now).
Reds' left fielder who is also
"We lost Silvio Martinez and mired in the worst slump of
Mark Littell (two of the his career)."

The infield is where the crux
of the Cardinal strength lies.
At third base is Ken Reitz
who broke out of the gate to a
.417 start while the team was
going through its worst slump.
He is now hitting .282, with 17
doubles while committing only
five errors.
At catcher, there is old hand
Ted Simmons, who is having a
normal Simmons year with a
.290 batting average, 11 home
runs and 46 runs batted in.
At first base, there is Keith
Hernandez, last year's co
most valuable player in the
National League but this year
has been a little disatisfied
with his "paltry" .323
average, seven homers and 47
RBI.
Over at second, 23-year-old
Ken Oberkfell appears to be a
bright spot on the Cardinals'
horizon as he is hitting .296,
has scored 18 runs and has
driven in.16 in only 39 games.
Then at shorstop has been
the most controversial figure
on the team, Garry
Templeton, who would not talk
after Sunday's loss to
Philadelphia in which his errant throw home kept alive an
early Phillieoutburst.
Templeton refused to play in
the All-Star game after he was
not voted to the starting lineup
by the fans. But he has been a
devil for opposing defenses,
hitting .327 and scoring 54
runs.
His versatility has sprung
some leaks this year as he has
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Major Leagues
At A Glance

CAMP WINNERS — Award winners at the Calloway County Lady takers' Basketball
Camp, held this week at the middle school include (from left, first row) Connie Ross,
Connie Moore, Lee Ann Rayburn, Nita Nute, Angie Hoke and Alecia Covey,(second
row) Terry Lamb, Amberly Moss, Rachel Lamb, Lee Ann Lockhart, Debbie Key and
Sherri Gallimore,(third row)Jena Hoke, Donna Coles, Cindy Anderson, Rhonda Key,
Marey Miller, Mimi Todd and Ladonna Overbey.

MVPs — Sharri Gallimore (left) and Ladonna Overbey
receive the most valuable player awards for grades 4-8
and 9-12, respectively, at the Calloway County Lady
takers' Basketball Camp held this week at the middle
school. The MVP selections were made by the coaches
who headed the camp. Making the presentations is David
Elliott, high school head girls basketball coach.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
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W
L
Pet. GB
New Torii
X 39AO MIlesuitse
.5 No
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Detroit
C X
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Balitanure
43 37
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9
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42 X
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Karam Clty
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Mira 1-1)
Kamm City (Martin 114) aBaltimore
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Moscow Opening Ceremony Might Be The Last
By GEOFFREY MILLER
Al'Sports Writer
MOSCOW (AP) — We may
have seen the traditional opening ceremony of the Olympic
Games, with athletes marching by the thousand and
their national flags held proudly aloft,for the last time.
It will be a very different
spectacle when the Moscow
Games open in the Luzhniki

Stadium a week from Sunday.
At least eight countries will
keep their athletes in the
Olympic Village for the day
and have just a name board
and the Olympic flag in the
march past, by way of making
a token protest against the
Soviet military occupation of
Afghanistan.
Many members of the International Olympic Committee

have wanted this for years.
They have pressed for nationalism to be taken out of the
opening ceremony and the
medals presentation.
Flags, anthems and marching legions of athletes are
part of the big show the world
sees on television. But many
critics maintain it destroys
the original purpose of the
Olympic Games, the friendly

competition between athletes
as individuals.
"Let us take national flags
and national anthems out of
the Games forever, and
remove the chauvinism and
get back to the Olympics
Games as they used to be,"
said Count Jean de Beaumont
of France, one of the IOC's
seukormeIIrs.
Beaumont'has many sup-

Wait For A Pohl Victory May Be AlmostOver
S

MILWAUKEE (AP) — Dan
Pohl has the power and the
shots to win a PGA tour event,
most observers agree, and the
wait for him to do so may be
about over.
Pohl, 25, came out of Mount
Pleasant, Mich., in 1977 to try
his hand in competition, and
now is leading the Professional Golfers' Association
tour statistics in driving
distance with a 271.7-yard
average.
But so far he has not won,
and in his last two starts—the
U.S. Open and the Western

Open — he has missed the cut. 66. His best finish this year
But he is in a position to take was a tie for second at
charge in the Greater Greensboro, and he has won
Milwaukee Open. '
$100,267 this season, good for
24th in the PGA dollar derby.
Entering today's third
Pohl, whose heavy hitting
round in the hunt for a $36,000
first prize, Pohl is only one pays dividends by cutting yarstroke 9ff the lead held by Bill dage off the many doglegs on
this 7,010-yard, par-72 links,
Kratzert at 133, a healthy 11
said,"I can drive past trouble
strokes under par at the
on this course. I don't have to
Tuckaway Country Club
put my drives in the fairway
course.
all the time to make birdies. In
Kratzert, whose last tour the second round I used my
victory was the 1977 Greater sand wedge six or seven times
Hartford Open, mastered the on approach shots out of the
crosswinds Friday to card a rough."

There's Something For
Everyone At The Fair

His best finish this year was
second in the Crosby Pro-Am,
and he is 28th on the PGA
money list with $91,938.
"The primary thing I'm trying to do on this course is to
play position," said Pohl, who
rolled in birdie putts of 35 and
40 feet in posting his second 67
Friday for a 10-under-par 134.
He shares second place with
first-round leader Ron Streck,
who had a second-round 69.
Streck used three consecutive
birdies on the back nine to
close with a 33.

GENERAL ADMISSION
Under Age 6
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FREE
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FREE
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Endres Games
Si Francisco 7, Si Diego 3
St-Lows 5, Montreal 3
Clnarnati 5, Atlanta 3
Pittabirgh 4, New York 2
Phadelphie 7,(Naito 2
Las Angeks 1, Houton 2

By The Assimilated Presa
TENNIS
NEWPORT, WI.(AP) - John Saidn,
Vijay Mantra), Andrew Pattuon, and
Nick Saviano made their way to thesemifinals of the Hall of Fame Champions/ups
Sadn had an easy time defeating
Butch Waite, 6-1, 6-4; Platoon topped
Bernie Malan, 74,44, 6-4. Saviano edg
ed Billy Martin, 44, 8-3, 6-4; and
Mantra)beat Hank Pfister.6-1, 5-2.
ROME (Al') - Sweden's Strfan
&monism upset Adnano Panetta of Its
ly 14, 14, 6-2, 44, 6-1 to tie the best,,)
five Davis Cup European Zone A tennis
finals at one victory apiece.
GSTAAD, Switzerland (AP) - Steve
Krulevitz *wart Jose Higueras of Spain WO, 7-5, and Markus Hocevar topped Victor Peed of Paraguay 6-3, 6-4 in an international tournament.
BUCHAREST, Romania
AP I Czechoslovakia took, commanding 2-0
lead over Romania in a European Zone
B Davos Cup final as Ivan Lend; beat
Dimitru Harsdau,6-4, 6-1, 6-3, and Pavel
Skail topped Flom Segarceanu, 6-3, 6-3,
6-1
GOLF
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (Al') - Amy
Alcott fired her second consecutive louder par 70 to take Use halfway lead in
the U.S. Women's Open

Major League Leaders

peting national delegation
must march behind its national flag.
That was changed for the
Winter Games at Lake Placid
last January — not because of
Afghanistan but because the
IOC wanted to find a solution
to its China problem. Peking
refused to let its athletes compete while the Taiwanese used
the old flag of Nationalist
China, so the IOC ordered the
Taiwanese to design a special
Olympic flag and then changed its rules to fit the occasion.
At 135 were Howard Twitty,
When President Carter callwho did not make a bogey in ed for a boycott of the Moscow
carding a 68; 40-year-old Olympics, and national OlymMiller Barber, who had four pic committees around the
world were torn between Joinbirdies on his finishing nine
for 69; Jack Renner, with a 67, ing the boycott and supporting
and Johnny Miller, putting the Games, the IOC told them
the rules no longer called for
crosshanded, with a 67.
national flags.
Staying close at 136 were
Many countries have seized
his
second
Fergus,
with
Keith
on this as a formula for coma
Irwin,
with
round 68; Hale
peting in the Games without
67; Jay Haas, 66, and Chi Chi involving their governments
Rodriguez, 68. Defending in any apparent gesture of
champion Calvin Peete found sympathy with Soviet foreign
policy.
himself clustered at 138.
porters in the IOC, which
meets in session here next
week before the Games open.
Athletes and national teams
are breaking no rules by missing the opening parade. There
is nothing in the Olympic
Charter that compels anyone
to take part in the ceremony.
The charter used to lay
down precise instructions for
the parade. It said each com-

Sports In Brief

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (175 at bats): R.Smith, Los
Angeles, 330; Templeton,SILouis_323;
Cromartie, Montreal, .321; K.Hernand., St. Louis, .321; Hendrick,
St.Louis_319.
RUNS: Templeton, St.Loubs, 56;
Clark,San Francisco,55; K. Hernandez,
St.Louis, 54; Murphy, Atlanta, 34; Col.
lion, Cincinnati, 54.
RBI: Hendrick, St.Lows, 56; Garvey,
Los Angeles, 86; Schmidt, Philadelphia,
58; Knight, Cincinnati, 55; Baker, Los
Angeles.55; Winfield, San Diego,55.
arm: Templeton, St.Louis, 115;
Garvey, Los Angeles, 101; Hendrick,
Stiouis, 99; Cromartie, Montreal, 98;
K.Hernandez,St.Louis,96.
DOUBLES: Rose, Philadelphia, 25,
Knight, Cincinnati, 25; K. Hernandez,
St.Loutr, 22; Stearns, New York, 21;
Chambliss, Atlanta,21.,
TRIPLES: R.Scott, Montreal, 6:
McBride, Philadelphia, 6; O.'Moreno,
Pittburgh, 6; Landestoy, Houston,
6;lark, Saa Francisco,6.,
HOME RUNS: Schmidt, Philadelphia,
21; Baker, Los Angeles, 19; Hendrick,
St-Lotus, 18; Garvey, Los Angeles, 18;
Murphy, Atlanta, 16.
STOLEN BASES: LeFlore, Montreal,
49; 0.Moreno, Pittsburgh, 49; CoUlna,
Cincinnati, 40; R.Scott, Montreal, 31;
R.Law,Los Angeles,27.
PITCHING (8 Decisions): Bibby, Pittsburgh, 11-1, .917, 2.94; Reuss, Los
Angeles, 10-2, .833, 1.84, Carlton,
Philadelphia, 14-4_773, 2.14; Welch, Los
Angeles, 9-3, .750, 2.39; Palmer, Montreal, 6-2, .750, 2.32; Reed, Philadelphia,
6-2_750, 3.45; G. Jackson, Pittsburgh,62, .750, 2.33; Moskau, Cincinnati, 6-2.
.750, 3.72.

STRDCEOUTS Carlton, Philadelphia.
153; Richard, Houston, 115; Ryan.
Houston, 101; Blyleven, Pittsburgh, 98,
Rogers, Montreal, 89, P Niekro, Atlanta,89
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (175 at bats)-Molltor, Mil.
.358; Dilone, Cle, .355; Brett, KC, .348,
BBell, Tex,.343; Summers,Del,.343.
RUNS-Trammell, Det, 63; Yount,
Mil, 61; Randolph, NY,60; Wilson, KC,
59; Wills, Tex,59.
RBI-Perez, Bsn,64; 'Lehner, Det,61:
Oglivie, Mil, 60; FteJackson, NY, 60;
Oliver, Tex,58.
HITS-Wilson, KC, 114; Rivers, Tee,
110; Burleson, Bsn, 100; Cooper, Mil.
100: Bumbry,8,1,99
DOUBLES -Morrison, Chi, 26; Yount,
Mil, 5; Carew, Cal, 21; Oliver, Tex, 21.
DGarcia,Tor,20.
TRIPLES--Griffin, Tor, 8; Bumbry,
8,1, 7; Wasingtn, KC,7; Hebner, Det,6;
Wathan,KC,6; Wilson, KC,6.
HOME RUNS-Oglivie. Mil, 22; ReJackson, NY, 22; Thomas, Mil, 17; Armes, Oak, 16; Nettles, NY, 15;
Mayberry,Tor, 15.
STOLEN RACES- Wilson, KC, 36:
Henderson, Oak, 37; Dilone, Cle, 28;
Wills, Tex, 23;. Bumbry, Bal.
JCruz,
Sea, 22.
PITCHING (8 Decisions)-Stone, Eta!,
12-3, .800, 3.10; John, NY, 12-3, .800, 3.00;
Rainey, Ban,143, .727,4.66; Travers, Mil,
8-3, .727.3.15; Guidry,127.0-4, .714, 3.31;
Cara, KC,7uun714, 2.5; Cleveland, Mil,
7-3, .700, 2.85; McGregor, BM, 9-4, .692,
3.51.
STRIKEOUTS-Guidry. NY_ 99
MNorris, Oak, 95; Keough, Oak, 86,
Matlack,Tex,fa; FBannistr,Sea,82.

r

Lill Ana

PROGRAM OF EVENTS
Saturday, July 12th, 1980
8 am.-Noon—Invitational Swim

Meet
Murray-Calloway County Park
Monday, July 145, 1980
District Dairy Show-4-H 8 FEA
5:00 p.m.-4-H Rabbit Show
5:30 p.m.—Official Opening
7:00 p.m.—Mini Hot Rod Tractor Pull
Tuesday, My 15th, 1980
10:00 am.—Jersey Cattle Show
7:00 p.m. - 4 Wheel Drive Drag
Wednesday, July 16th, 1980
10:00 a.m.- -Holstein & Friesian Cottle Show
5:00 p.m.—Open Rabbit Show
7:00 p.m.—Family Nile
Thursday, July 17th, 1980.
1:00 p.m—Kiddies Day
12 a.m.-4-H & FFA Dairy Show
7:00 p.m—Local Talent Show
FrWay, July 18th, 1980
10:00 am.—Beef Cattle Shows
7:00 p.m.--Horse Show

Murray Calloway County
Park Pool
8 a.m.-Noon, Sat., July 12

Saturday, hdy 19th, 1980
10:00 am.—Form Bureau Day
1:00 p.m.—Horse & Mule Pull
7:00 p.m.—local Tractor Pull

0

4'°4ra
:-IRSes1 Drive
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EVERY DAY Is SALE DAY
••••

10 THE RASSIFIEDSI

2. Notice

2. Notice

Bible Facts. Free Store for the
needy. 759-4600

NOTICE

3. Card of Thanks

ROTARY DONATIONS - Stuart Poston, past president of the Murray Rotary Club, presents a $500 check to
park. (Right
Margaret Tresathan (left photo) for the ceiling, lights and fencing around the depot in the new city
money was
photo)Poston presents a $500 check to Lois Keller for the fund to purchase a new "jaws of life." The
Departraised from proceeds of the Kentucky Charity Horse Show, sponsored by the Rotary Club And the Sigma
ment of the Murray Woman's Club.
William Phillips became the
first U.S. ambassador to
Canada in 1929.

In Arabic the "L" sound occurs only in the word Allah,
which means God.

Your individual
Horoscope

"Lets

iii ha
WI iii
wu.m61 hi

YES--I WATCH
EVERYTHING
THREE TIMES

nP%

HIS ARGUMENTS
WERE TOO NARROW!

YOU'RE HAVING
LEFTOVER
LEFTOVERS
TONIGHT

I'M GLAD
YOU LIKE
(REPEATS--

co.
notional
Large
looking for people to
staff our new branch office in Poducah, Ky. and
surrounding oreos. Sales
a
Management
hello!.
background
What good is ability
without opportunity? For interview call Jim
McKenzie, (502) 4430124. Monday. No phone
interviews conducted.

DAVID
Opel, Elaine, Ruth, Peggy,
Dell, Jody, Fliyabetli, Sew,
Mary, Peggy, Marilyn, S,
Valerie

eseeaneoperreg
ITS A
FACT
Free gift wrapping Is a
speciahy at:
.

Ull

Babysitter wanted for toddle
Monday-Friday. Prefer mature
individual. References required. After 6 pm call 7591006.

Starks
Hardware

▪
a

12th & Poplar
•
753-1227
ULLA LB TUT ILO a 0..LL2.171

3

3eW

NOPE!

FANTASTIC
OPPORTUNITY

BIRTHDAY

FOR SUNDAY,JULY 13, 1980
What kind of day will it'll turn out better than you
tomorrow be? To find out what expect. New acquaintances
the stars say, read the fascinate.
forecast given for your birth LIBRA
DOWN
ACROSS
-11-4n
Friday's
Puzzle
In
Answer
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)I Card game
Sign.
1 Learning
2 Investiture
Private meetings with
5 Rescue
COO MOO OOM ARIES
3 Sun god
9 Prohibit
friends bring contentment. A
4 Shade tree
12 Spoken
DECO 0000 000 (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)4r
new idea re career should be
13 On the ocean 5 Of some
DO CDC 00000M Going out for fun is good acted upon. Stress originality
Franks
14 The sell
OCC CCD 000
medicine for those concerned in your thinking.
15 Hypothetical 6 Stellar
000C 0170 OMOM about health. Fresh air and $
7 Odin's
force
COO 000 003 exercise will help you do a (Oc
brother
to Nov. 21)
23I°
.P
16 Shed
C°tR
Cr CO00000 OM better job with daily tasks.
8 Dine
18 Sesame •
-Arcareer tip from a friend is
9 Misrepresent COO COO 000
20 Ego
worth following through.
TAURUS
10 Silver symbol COCO 000 OM=
22 Evergreens
skeptical.
be
20 to May 20)
Don't
(Apr.
Negative
11
24 European
CCO BOO OOM You're not in the mood for Investigate. Nothing
17 Preposition
capital
CCDOCO 000 OM company, but you'll snap out ventured, nothing gained.
19 Negative pre27 Item
COO 0000 0000 of it once guests arrive. A SAGITTARIUS.
fix
29 Roman
CCC COCO 000 close ally has an interesting (Nov. 72 to Dec. 21)
21 Obscures
statesman
23 Mix
31 Bitter vetch
A new adviser will prove
plan.
cie
25 Free
38 Level
32 Titles
°
to you. The p.m. favors
useful
GEMINI
Ember
term
56
Nautical
40
cups
coin
26
Wine
114r new plans
34 Italian
re joint assets. You
(May 21 to June 20)
58 Army bed
27 Joins
43 Newt
36 Near
Good news alleviates may get a sudden inspiration.
60 Worm
46 Fathered
37 That identical 28 Abound
61 Supposition inhibitions. Take a chance.
30 Russian city 48 Arrange in
Act on it!
one
62 Sun god
33 Killed
folds
39 Tell
The p.m. may bring an CAPRICORN
35 Turkish
51 Greek letter 64 Behold!
41 Scale note
with
opening
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
interesting job
standard
53 Spanish arti- 66 Italian river
42 Liquefy
You're hesitant about
financial potential.
44 Nocturnal
9 10 11
5 6 7 S
another's advice. Think again.
2 3 4
CANCER
mammal
(June 21 to July 22) 400 Chances are you'll feel more
14
45 Dawn god13
12UU
III
Don't be a penny-pincher. optimistic. Social life brings
dess
16 lia
16 17
47 Hospital area IS
Enjoy an outing. New hobbies pleasant surprises.
49 Principal
1111 should prove stimulating.
24
AQUARIUS
kil
n
3021
50 Cut
Romance for those who (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) "`"""''
30
29
20
52 Weary
Trust a close ally's
IIIUU enlarge their horizons.
Id
54 Holy fig
la
judgment. Allow others to
LEO
55 Inlet
(July 23 to Aug. 22)4124;Z express their individuality. A
57 Soapstone
gill
59 Diphthong
You have mixed feelings wonderful career break could
42
41
61 Anger
about a purchase, but you'll come your way. Be ready.
"136
63 Weak food
47
46
benefit by being nice to PISCES
45
65 Musical comilli
yourself. Evening favors (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) )(
54
IM 53
52
51
position
50
A partner or close ally will
home life.
67 Novelty
57
se
55
snap out of a mood. Be patient.
VIRGO
68 Sharpen
a
69 Hurl
46 II
The p.m. favors doing
I
64
(Aug. 23 to Sept. n)
12
You have reservations something new with leisure
IS
about attending a party, but time. Enjoy life now!

'fa/ HAVEN'T"
(.,
CONVINCED
ME...

Found: Set of keys on leather
key ring. Found on 18th and
Olive Streets. Claim by calling
753-1916.

HAPPY

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

III
61

5. lost and Found

6. Help Wanted

Frances brake

ad

The family of Alfred Jones
wishes to express our sincerest
appreciation and thanks to all
friends and neighbors for their
lovely flowers and thoughtful
gifts in our time of bereavement. Your kindness will be
remembered always.
The family of Alfred Jones

imEffective
mediately to all
mobile
home
owners that move
into Riviera Courts,
you , will be given
two (2) months rent
free. UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT COME AND LIVE WITH
US. We also have
homes for rent.
753-3280.

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a meth reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
6. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus. Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
It. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
III. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob. Home Rents
II. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock Supplies
31I. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home loans
43. Real Estate
U.Lets For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
U.Auto. Services
41. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

0

Mechanic needed. Top commissions. Vacations and
holidays paid. Must have experience and tools. Write or
send resume to: P.O. Bow.32 A,
Murray, KY 42071.

WANTED
Grandmother ht Stella
or Itirksey area to
babysit infant on Saturday nights, my house or
hers. Approximately 6
to 1 2 p.m. 489-2613.
Wanted from 10-2, 5 days a
week, Nutrition Site Director
for Hazel Senior Citizens
Center. Apply at Senior Citizens
Office, 106 N 4th St., or call
7534029.

9. Situation Wanted
Adult would like to babysit
young children in my home this
summer. Call 759-1231.
Exterior painting, very
reasonable. Call 753-9607.
Ladies need someone to clean
your house dvery other week or
weekly? Call Linda, 753-3802.
Have excellent references.
Will haul anything that will fit
in a pickup truck. Will also do
odd jobs. Call 753-5857.

Craw United Feature Sylzdlule,inc

COOKIE, DON'T
YOU EVER TAKE
-NAT APRON OFF

COMFORTABLE
WITH IT, SIR

Young man with degree and experience in agriculture looking
for farm position. Call 7674443.

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
TURKEY!

1-40W 0112
I-1E KNOW?

I FEEL

10. Bus. Opportunity

Love, Wide VIM

Di DN'T KNOW
THEY WERE HAVING
A SALg

THEY'RE
NOT

Local restaurant in Murray. Low
$20's. Call 753-3315.
Start Now - Amway Distributor
offers opportunity for good earnings. You pick the hours. We
train. For interview call collect
618-524-2007.after 4 pm.

For all your excavating
needs such as Dozer
Scraper, and Rood
Grader work, see James
D. Futrell at 405 South
4th Street or call (day)
753-7668 or (night)
753-2394. Wayne Darnell, operator.

BUT I'M SUCH A G000
CUSTOMER,WHENEVER
THEY SEE ME COMING,
THEY START ONE

,fr Copy and Restoration •
O
O You don't ewer have to
# leave your original
0
40 photograpl., we copy it
/
I while you wait.
I

13. For Sale or Trade
12 Foot boat with 18 hp motor,
will trade for riding lawn
mower. Call 435-4422.
Sell or trade: 1978 Suzuki GS
750, adult reddin. Call 4362528 or 436-2516.
1

I
0
f;
i;
I
I

I
eO CARTER STUDIO 1
e
/
# 304 Main 753 8 298 I4
X

TEE HEE
HA HA,.
HELOISE„
YOU'RE
PULLING
MY HAIR.

REX IS
MARVELOUS
WITH THE
CHILDREN.

OH, THIS IS HEAVEN.
I HAVE TO GO TO -row N
ANC) SEE ABOUT MY
OFFICE. KOW I'LL
HATE 70

60,„

IF ONLY WE C.OULD FORGET
THE OUTSIDE WORLD
IF
AND STAY HERE..
ONLY
FOREVER...

f

Murray Head Start is
now accepting applications for (2) positions
for the 1980-81 school
year; Health Coordinator and Home
Visitor. Applications
are available at the
Murray City Schools
Superintendent's office,
9th and Poplar. The
Deadline for applications is July 21, 1980.
Murray Head Start is an
Equal Opportunity
Employer.

15. Artides For Sale
Aluminum step ladders; 4';
$22.99; 5', $25.99; 6', $27.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
1968 Chevelle windshield, $40;
a rear end, $40; power steering,
$40; power brakes, $20; doors,
$25 each; powerglide, $40.
1971 Chevy truck motors, $10
each; also front parts. 19" color to., $50. 1976 Oldsmobile
350 heads. *30; intake and 8
barrel carborator, $30. 1973
Century 350 heads, $30; intake
and' 4 barrel carborator, $30:
windshield, $40; rear end, $40;
motors, $20. 8 hp Murray
mower, tI25. Two 4,000 BTU
air conditioners, $75 each.
Three-speed transmission for
Chevy, $40. Ford truck bumper,
- 6406.
TrlIaii 4
Fold-up Ping Pong table, $20.
753-2963. •

15. Articles For Sale

24. Miscellaneous

Aluminum extension ladder,
14', $31.99; 16', $38.99, 20',
$54.99; 24', $69.99; 28',
$94.99; 32', $13099 Wallin
Hardware.
For sale. 1979 Chevrolet van,
Contempo series, one owner,
8000 miles 1979 Yamaha 100
YZ, like new, never raced. Girl's
white bedrooht suite. Call 7538387 or 753-0112. Can be seen
at 1552 Canterbury.
Large tame plums for sale and
by weekend will have sweet
corn. Call 753-4725, Floyd
McKenzie.
Quikrete 60 lbs., $2.63; marble
chips, 50 lbs., $2.49; play
sand, 55 lbs., $2.38; black top
patch, 60 lbs., $5.19; Lime, 50
lbs, $1.99; Peat moss, 2 cubic
foot, $3.75; Pine bark, 3 cubic
foot, $3.50. Coast to Coast
Hardware, Central Shopping
Center.
Used wood storm windows and
screens; 2 sets peeking shutters; used doors; used window
sash; used deep well pump
with tank; used G.E. cook top
with hood. Roy's Carpenter
Shop, next to drive-in theatre.
Victoria 200 tomato juicer. No
peeling, no cooking, no pre
cooking. Does a bushel in 30
minutes, $22.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.

'A Karat Marquis diamond
engagement and wedding ring
set, valued at $8100, will
sacrifice at $2500 or best offer Days 759-1345, after 6,
753-7868
Model 46010 10" wood lathe
cutting knives, excellent condition, $125. 753-2963
Membership to Oaks Country
Club. Call 753-3076.
New Phone-Mate telephone
answering service. Call 7538235 anytime or 753-8786 :
between 6-8 pm.
Order your custom cut firewood
now for next winter. Call 4362758.
Ramsey 8000 lb electric winch, like new Call 901-2328517.
State Distributorships and Area
Dealerships now available for
low cost, multi-line solar
heating units and other energy
related products. Potential
unlimited. Investment required. Energy ,Advisors, Inc.,
P.O. Box 190, Sioux Falls,
Sduth Dakota 57101. 605-3353069.
Special! Blacktop patch, 5 lbs,
$3:50; Play sand, 55 lbs.,
$1.79. Coast to Coast, Central
Shopping Center, Murray, KY.
5.x12' display table with
drawers Walnut colored finish.
$100. K-Mart, 753-6095, ask
for Mr. Neubauer.

16. Home Furnishings
Club aluminum sets, 7 pieces,
$27.99; 8 pieces, $39.99; 10
pieces, $49.99; 11 pieces,
$59.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Commodes. White, $39.99; colors, $54.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Cookware. Stainless steel with
copper bottom. Covered sauce
2 quart, $4.99; 2 qt.,
/
pans, 11
$5.99; 3 qt, $6.99; 5 qt.
Dutch oven, $12.99; 10"
topless skillen, $3.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Full size mattress and box spr!
ings, $50; chest $45; table and
4 chairs, $40; coffee table and
2 end tables, $25; queen size
head board, $10. Phone 7530814.
No guess work pressure canner,
heavy polished aluminum with
numbered guage. Holds 7 quart
Jars. $49.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Norge mini-washer. Good condition. Call 753-4137 after
1:00.
Water heaters, round, electric,
'glass lined, 5 year guarantee.
17 gallon, $84.99; 30 gallon,
$94.99; 40 gallon, $104.99; 50
gallon, $120.99; table top
models, 30 gallon, $140.99. 40
gallon $163.99; 50 gallon,
$177.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Washerless faucets for lavatory,
$13.99; for kitchen sink,
$16.99; for bathtub, $19.99;
with shower, $29.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

26. TV-Radio
Pioneer component car stereo.
753-1336.
Yamaha 90 watt component
system, complete, $1000. Call
(901)642-4416.

27. Mobile Home Sales
12x48, 1973 model, all electric, air-conditioned, and furnished,Call(901)642-1550.
Double wide mobile home and
6 acres of land. Land is tendable and has road frontage.
Nice location. 5 miles east of
Murray near school. Call 7537527 after 4 pm.
For sale: 12x52 two .bedroom
trailer, PA acres, 8x24 addition on front Call 437-4873.
For sale: 14x70 Windsor with 2
lots. Call 436-2193.
Trailer for sale. Located at
Hale's Trailer Court. Call 7530496 anytime.
1977 Windsor with two lots.
436-2193.
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28. Mob. Home Rents

19. Farm Equipment
1976, 275 Massey Ferguson
tractor, 1973 510 Massey combine, 1 row corn picker. Call
435-4593 or 489-2570
Snapper mower blades, 26",
28", or 30", $5.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Tobacco scaffold wagons, double wide, 24' long, see at Vinson's Tractor Company, Murray.
Phone 886-6029 after 6 pm,
Hopkinsville
Tractor tires, tubeless, 10 ply,
30 inch high, 18.4 inches
wide. Have tubes. Like new.
Call 753-8085.

22. Musical

For rent: 2 bedroom trailer in
Murray, no pets. 489-2611.
Mobile homes for rent: 2
bedroom, fully furnished, $130
per month. Excellent location.
Call 753-8964.
Trailers for rent, couples only.
See Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court.
Two bedroom mobile home in
clean, quiet court. Single, $75,
women preferred. $85 couples.
or
evenings
753-8216
weekends. No pets.

29. Heating-Cooling
42,000 BTU central air conditioner unit. 753-3509.

30. Business Rental
For rent: 3 Bay building at 327
North 4th. Air-conditioned office, gas heat, air compressor
and hoist. Phone 753-3018.

311
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For Rent
753-4758

Spinet piano, solid mahogany.
$500. Also bunk trundle beds,
$150. Call 753-3271 after or
after 6, 753-8805.

24. Miscellaneous
260 A International backhoe. 8
forward and reverse speeds.
Just 626 hours. Like new.
$11,900. 1-924-5862.
Brand new, never used, 1 hp
Craftsman router with case and
multi-purpose guide. $75.
Phone 435-4193.
Chimneys, all full triple wall
pipe, 6"x30", $20.99; 8"x30",
$29.99, 8", $41.99. Walllin
Hardware, Paris.
Charles Frace Giraffe and Bobcat prints. S/O. Call 753-5118.
Frost proof hydrants, 24" bury
depth, $26.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Four to 5,000 ft. of good
Cyprus siding, 504 per foot.
16x8x7/8". Call 753-1623.
For sale: Craftsman 10" radial
arm saw Phone 753-9928
after 5 pm.

For rent: 1500 square foot
building in Dixieland Center.
Adjacent to University and one
block from new post office.
Completely air-conditioned.
753-3018.

ob
1,0
trc
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32. Apts. For Rent
For rent Brand new duplex,
furnished or unfurnished. 7539400.
For sale or rent. Duplex in
Westwood Subdivision Stove.
garbage disposal, washer and
dryer hookup. Call 753-5400.
For rent. Nice furnished one
bedroom apartment. Inquire
100 South 13th Street.
Neat, clean, all electric, effi2 blocks
/
ciency apartment, 21
from University. No pets. $120
rent, deposit. 753-9829.
One bedroom apartment,
reasonable price. 753-3949.
One bedroom apartment, adjacent to college, airconditioned Call after 5 pm,
753-6045.

Happy Birthday, Johnny!w.
Love, Grandma and Grandpa Smith
W
CON
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
Two bedroom townhouse apartment all carpet, range
refrigerator, disposal, washer
dryer hookup, central heat and
air, Call 753-7550
Two bedroom large apartment,
- $175 Located at corner of
• 16th and Olive, across from
University Call 753-4793

I

ELE

•
•

Well built home in the
city, 4 bedrooms, 21
2
/
baths, formal dining
room and lots of eu
tras. Liza size 140x257.
Back yard completely
fenced. Must see to appreciate.
MurrayCalloway County Realty, 753-8146.
•001Z

FOR RENT
Nice furnished apartments foci 2 3 or 4
college girls. Summer
and fall semester, with
swimming
pool
privilege. Call 7535865 days or 753-5108
after 6 p.m. and on
Sunday

1

"Campaign headquarters! Bugee to bug
testing, testing."

33. Rooms for Rent

Furnished room for rent, one 40. Produce
block from MSU. living room, Sweet corn for sale 753-6835
kitchen, and laundry facilities. or 753-6479
-Wall-to-wall carpet. Boys only.
41. Pubic Sale
$55 per month. Call 759-4538.

34. Houses For Rent

,
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House in Lynn Grove, 2
bedrooms, double car garage,
washer, dryer, hookups stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher,carpet,
drapes and air conditioner furnished. $150 per month.
references and deposit required. Call 435-4445 after 5
pm.
House in country, furnished or
unfurnished, $150 per month
No children. Call 753.3271 or
after 6, 753-8805.
Two bedroom house, stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher,
washer, dryer, fireplace. Call
753-9240.
Two bedrooms, unfurnished, 2
blocks from square, available
August 1st, $225 per month
plus deposit. Mayfield, 2478076 after 5 pm.
Two bedroom unfurnished
house for rent, near Aurora
753-7337 or 437-4617
Two bedroom duplex, for 3 or
less, private drive, has yard, airconditioned. $145 per month
with stove and refrigerator,
$135 per month without. Water
furnished. Call 489-2595.

37. Livestock-Supplies

-2

Registered Duroc boars and
gilts. Reasonable prices. S.R.
Stephenson, Dresden, TN,
(901)364-2670..
We have shelled corn and
cracked wheat by the bag.
Shoemaker Seed Processing,
4th & Chestnut. 753-7666

at
3-

s.

in

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC German Shepherd puppies, registered American
Eskimo puppies. Also guard
dogs. 502-554-2153.
AKC registered Keeshound puppies, 6 weeks old. Available immediately. Phone after 3 pm,
436-5331.
Alaskan Malamute puppies.
Nice pets or good gaurd dogs.
$50 and up. 753-9390.
Basic and Advanced dog obedience classes. All breeds and
ages. Professional instructor
436-2858.
Wanted: Female German
Shepherd to be bred to male
Shepherd. Call 759-4809 or
474-2346.
Yorkshire Terrier puppies,
shedless, 8 weeks old, $150.
886-6029 Hopkinsville.
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ving a yard sale?
Then pickup your fret
yard sale signs from
the Gallery of Homes
office on Highway 641
N. in The Villzige Shopping Center just
across from the
Boston Tea Party,

WWI Estate

N-rmi
•
•

JOHN SMITH

753-7411
AROUND THE CLOCK

Five party yard sale, Duncan's
Market, 5 miles 94 East, side
apartment. Clothes, size 9 to
24, Tupperware, tapes,
miscellaneous. 9:00 Saturday
the 12th.
Moving sale! Roll-a-way bed,
$35; Chrome dinette table with
5 chairs, $35; 2 couches, each
$75; swivel rocker, $15; chair,
$10; stereo with 2 speakers,
$25; machine with cabinet,
$50; desk, $20; "old"
calculator, $5; bicycles, 26"
Ladies single speed, $35, 26"
10-speed (ladies), $55, 20"
convertible with training
wheels, $20. See at Farmer
Avenue or call after 5 pm, 7538187.
Yard sale, Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday, 9 AM til 7 PM. Furniture, small appliances, office
desk and chairs, clothes, odds
and ends. 1208 S 16th.

43. Real Estate
PUNT LOVERS PARADISE - You've got to see the landscaping with this lovely
home to believe it. The home
has 3 baths. family room and
fireplace plus a large bonus
room with free standing wood
burning stove. Central gas
heat. Just beautiful and the
grounds of 2 extra lots
Apspeaks for itself
pointment please.

JOHN SMITH

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

"ProfessionalSeraces
,WiihTfic Friendly Touch"

NEW FOR 1980
Lovely 2 BR., 2 bath,
B.V. just completed in
subdivision,
quiet
North of Murray.
Beautifully decorated,
thick carpeting, luxury throughout, great
room with fireplace. 24
x 30 workshop with 220
wiring and fluorescent
lighting. Good garden.
In 50's.
SMALL FARM
Always yearned for
land of your own then
look at this! Modern 3
BR., brick, extra largen
kitchen, central heat
and ait, 13.7 acres
2 way
1
lo-eated /
between Murray and
Mayfield off No. 464.
Priced $44,900.

STROUT REALTY, INC.
71.• Larger, .Hos 1900 le sena, Me
wetions IHoyft mod sAlen

FARMS-NOMES
BUSINESSES
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
PROPERTY
Listings needed! Offices
Coast to Coast. Buyers from
Everywhere. "'Free'' Cataglog
4..t lemon Bram..

7S3-0186

753-7411

WE CONT1101.

TERMITES
Trees

Panicky Patsy rushed into our
office looking for a fully furnished A-frame on water front
lot..N crw we've found her
house, but we can't find her.
Panicky Patsy, if you see this
ad, call Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors at 753-1492.

FOR DEPENDABLE
Prefesslestal Post Cessir,l.

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control, Inc.

One

lice.
led

Termites You spend thousands of dollars for o home but never think
about termites they cause the most damage next to fire Have
your home treated now! 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY. Over 33 years experience.
Home owned and operated

IIIMMIsmor

Don't be fooled by
a few weekend
specials. It's the
total that counts,
and the total will
be less at Big
John's, because
Big John has the
lowest shelf
prices everyday.

In

and
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one
uire
effiocks
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753-1222
COUNTRY
CHARM
Real peace and quiet
in this 2 bedroom brick
home on lovely tree
shaded lot. Approximately 7 acres including several farm
buildings and 2 stock
Acreage
barns.
suitable for horses or
cattle. All this at a
reasonable price
$55,000. Phone 7531722. Kopperud Realty, for all your real
estate needs.
WALK TO
UNIVERSITY
From this pretty three
bedroom home on a
wooded lot. Woodburning stove fireplace in
the living room plus
built-in book shelves.
Formal dining room
with built-in china
cabinet. All this and
listed in the PO's.
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222 for fulltime real estate service.

Extremely attractive
3 bedroom, 2 bath
energy efficient home
on a beautifully landscaped lot. This home
has all the amenities
you've been looking
for including an attached greenhouse for
the gardener. Quiet
street in residential
neighborhood. Call today. Murray-Calloway
County Realty, 7538146.
Sbeley Milord 7131043
Seth thsierter 753-1413
le•smenn 713 3474
Teo, 11,•••41«, Aselierser
713 el /7

MURRAY CALLOWAY
COUNTY REALTY
(5021 753-8146

4

304 N. 12th St.
Murray, Ky, 42071

Pardee & Thurman
Inserence &
Real Estate

44. Lots For Sale

Lot at Scenic Acres, 100x181,
2 miles east of Murray, half
/
21
mile east of East Y on Highway
280. Call 753-7189.
Six,lots for sale in Sherwood
Streak into our office! Get the Forrest. 753-307E'
bare facts on this 11
2 story, 5 45. Farms For Sale
/
bedroom, 2 bath home.. family For sale: 50 Acre farm just off
room, 10 closets, 30x50 shop. Kentucky Lake in Marshall
All on 3 acre lot. Just reduced County. Has a beautiful 3 year
over $8000...Owner anxious to old home, (3,000 sq. ft.), setsell...Call Chuck and let him ting in the middle of this show
reveal this home to you. 753- place. You have to see this
1492. Century 21 Loretta Jobs place to believe it. Phone 354Realtors. '
8504.
Southside Court Square

Murray, Kembreky
753-4451

46. Homes For Sale
By owner 3 bedroom brick,
energy saving wood stove, 522
South 6th. Call 753-8262.

ANOTHER
NEW LISTING
Sharp 2 bedroom
mobile home with central electric heat and
air on lovely lot in
Panorama Shores, only 11 miles from Murray. This home
overlooks Kentucky
Lake and is located on
quiet paved street surrounded by nice yearround homes. Priced
at only $14,900. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty.
DUPLEX
FOR SALE
Brick duplex with
each side having living
room, kitchen, bath
and 2 bedrooms. Good
rate of return and priced at a reasonable
$27,000. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-)222
for all your real estate
needs.

74 ACRE
FARM
Brick, two bedroom
hOme on 74 acres in
picturebook setting
Southwest of Murray.
Several functional and
attractive barns and
outbuildings, ideal for
horses, cattle, or
storage. Modern home
has fireplace with
heatolator, brick
patio, and brick porch,
all in excellent condition and quality.
House and fenced 4.25
acres including stock
barn, milk barn and
equipment shed may
be purchased separate
for $56,000. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222,
for all the information.
"PEACEFUL
HAVEN"
This lovely 3 bedroqm,
2 bath home is just
/
11
waiting for you and
your family. The cool,
inviting covered porch
and redwood deck with
a beautiful view of
Kentucky Lake await
your arrival. Offered
in the $30's and owner
financing is available.
For courteous, competent real estate service
contact one of the
"Home Team" at Kopperud Realty, 753-1222.

Three bedroom, 2 bath,
brick home with living
room, dining room combination, built-in kitchen with dishwasher
and garbage disposal,
den with fireplace. Carpeted throughout. Two
car garage with concrete double driveway.
Central heat and air.
Partially floored attic,
good for storage. lots
of closet space. Well
landscaped. located in
nice neighborhood at
1712 Plainview. low
560's. For more information call 7538393. No realtors
please.

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

Air-conditioning and refrigera- A complete service washers Licinsed Electrician and gas intion, service work on all dryers, air-conditioners and stallation, heating installation
brands Used air -conditioners refrigerators Call 759-1322 and repairs Call 753 7203
and refrigerators for sale Bill Prompt service
Roofing, all types, free
Rollins, 753-0762
All work guaranteed Air estimates Call 759-4512 or
AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodel- condttioning, appliance repair, 759-1859 nights All work
maintenance plumbing Experienced Call guaranteed
and
ing
References. Guaranteed work 753-8950
TREE WORK, complete
Free estimates, Call 753-8948 Bob Refrigeration Service Air. removal topping, or pruning
after 5 pm
conditioning, refrigeration, and Experienced Reasonable rates
Clint and Dave's Odd Jobs - Will transport refrigeration Bob Call 753-0211
do odd jobs, including trimm- Lockhart, Hazel, KY 498-8370 Will do plumbing, airing and cutting down trees,
conditioning, painting, carpen
carpentry, construction, and
try, concrete, and roofing 753
Concrete and block
yard work. Free estimates, low
2211 or 753-9600
work. Block garages,
prices. Inquire at 209 Walnut
basements, driveways,
Will haul driveway white rock
Street, Murray, anytime
walks, patios, steps.
and Ag lime, also have any type
Concrete and block work Block
Free estimates. Charles
of brown or white pea gravel
49. Used Cars
garages, basements, driveways
Barnett, 753-5476.
Also do backhoe work Call
By owner 1972 Olds converti- walks, patios, steps, free
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
ble, new top After 5 call 753 estimates. Charles Barnett,
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING, 753-6763
753-5476
6760
driveways and small lobs a A
.I;
1968 Camaro SS, one of a Complete water well service, speciality, also patching and /
We have frame, mat- or
r.
kind! Serious inquiries only service and repair all makes seal coating 753-1537
,ri fey, non glare glass for fl
Campbell Well Drilling, (901)
759-1718
or your prints.
Need work On your trees' Topp- •
collect
I
1975 Chevrolet Monza, good 352-3671
prunvig, shaping, coming,
free
CARTET STUDIO $
CLEANING,
CARPET
condition Phone 527-3966
and more Call o
removal
plete
•
estimates satisfied references,
• 304 Main
753 8298 I
1961 Camaro convertible After Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean- BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for •
•
753care
tree
professional
5 call 753-6760
ing Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning, 8536
Wet basement? We make wet
1974 white convertible Cor- 753-5E27
basements dry, work completevette. AM-FM radio, air- Call Bob's Home Improvement
ROOFING
ly guarenteed. Call or write
conditioned, power steering, Home repairs, remodeling, conAll types, Free
Morgan Construction Co.,
$5000 Call 753-2321 before 5 crete work 753-4501
Estimates. Call 759Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,
pm.
2
451
or
759-1859
areas
parking
Driveways and
KY 42001, or call day or night,
1977 Ford Pinto, one owner, white rocked and graded. Free
nights. All work guaran•
1-442-7026.
17,900 miles AC, automatic estimates. Have rip-rap, pea
We will pour concrete. Quality
transmission, 753-4804 after gravel, lime, one ton and up.
Need any white rock, gravel or work. Experienced. Call 753630.
Clifford Garrison. 753-5429.
Backhoer, 1308 or 759-1270
For sale 1975 Volkswagen Rab- Fence sales at Sears now. Call dirt? Call Custom
Wade Herndon, owner, 753- 56. Free Column
bit, in good condition 328- Sears, 753-2310 for free
7565. Also will do all types of
8649
Free kittens! 753-7234.
estimate for your needs.
backhoe work.
124
Fiat,
1977 convertible
Guttering by Sears, Sears con- Painting, paperhanging, com- 57. Wanted
spider, AM-FM stereo cassette, tinous gutters installed per
mercial or residential Farm
5-speed, 30 mpg plus highway. your specifications. Call Sears buildings, etc. 20 years ex- Buying gold, Silver, diamonds,
and coins. Holiday Inn, Room
3
after
759-4711
$4200. Call
753-2310 for free estimate.
perience. Free estimates 759- 109, Friday and Saturday, 9-6
pm.
Garage door and garage door .1987.
We pay cash.
1973 Grand Torino wagon, Operators, service and in$300 or best offer 1977 stallation. 753-3509 or 753Firebird for salvage, best offer. 4055.
1966 G.M.C. 3)4 ton, V6, $300. Insulation blown 19 by Sears,
Call 759-1718.
save on these high heating and
1973 Hornet Sport wagon cooling bills Call Sears, 753of over 50 Different Colors.
Good Mechanically, 6 cylinder. 2310 for free estimate
body has rust. $175. 1973 Hon- K & K Stump Removal. Do you
A variety of 9 different bowl designs
da 350, $335. Call 489-2595.
need stumps removed from
1977 Impala stationwagon your yard or land cleared of
Extra deep, Extra large, small ones, round
with luggage rack, air, power stumps? We can remove
steering, clean, mechanically stumps up to 24" below the
ones, square ones, ovals, shells, even some
sound. Call 753-7987 any time ground, leaving only sawdust
with soap dishes.
and chips. Call for free
after 230.
Found exclusively or
Must sell 1976 Chevrolet Mon- estimate, Bob Kemp 435-4343
za. Book price, $2400, will sell or Bob Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
$1900 or best offer. Call 753- MOBILE HOME ANCHORS,
roofs sealed, and underpinnin.
4033 nights, 753-0123 days.
Aluminum or fiberglass. Also
Where You Always Have A Choice
1974 Monte Carlo, 57,000
patio awnings and carports,
miles, AM-FM 8-track, all
Phone 753.57)9
612 South 9th
Glover.
Jack
double.
or
single
power and air, new radial tires.
753-1873 after 6 pm.
$1995. Call 759-4711 after 3
pm
1979 Mustang, all power, air,
V-6, AM-FM cassette stereo
Call 435-4590 between 9 AM-3
PM
1974 Olds Delta 88, 4-door,
automatic, power and air
$900 Phone 354-6217
1969 Plymouth stationwagon.
318 automatic, power, air, excellent condition Call 7533660
1966 Plymouth Valaent,
straight shift Call after 4 pm,
489-2377

-Marble-

Where You Have A Choice...

Thornton Tile & Marble

50. Used Trucks
By owner: House on one acre
lot, 3 miles from town on paved road, near school. Fruit
trees, grapes, berries, garden
spot. Call 759-1789.
For sale by owner: 2 bedroom
modern home on 1 acre land.
Lots of outbuildings, fenced.
On Bethel Church Road. Call
753-6386.
Four bedroom home for sale or
rent. Terms available. Call days
753-4356 or evenings 7534455.

1976 Chevy C-65 20' aluminum
van body, hydraulic lift gate
Call 753-8738 or 753-7989
1978 Chevy Bonanza van 7539208 after 4:30 pm
1975 Ford van, straight shift, 6
cylinder, good mileage,
customized inside and out,
plus extras. like new $2500.
See at Vicker's Station on S
12th Street or phone 7539288.
1973 Ford pickup truck Call
753-6747 after 5 pm.
47. Motorcycles
1979 Ford F-350, 4-door, long
750 Honda Chopper, custom wheel base. Call 1-247-8591
paint job. 759-1442 after 5 days or 1-247-1270 nights.
pm.
1970 Jeep truck with topper
60 Mini Enduro bike, excellent $1800. Call 753-5889.
condition, $275. 753-2963.

51. Campers

KORNMICKLE BARBER SNIP
209 Woke* Street

NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Pries el
NAMCWT $1.25

53. Services Offered

289 Ford engine, completely
overhauled, $225 753-2963
For sale Four 15x7 white spoke
wheels, and new L60x15 tires
Call 759-4680 after 5 pm
IMPORT PARTS AND REPAIR
Opel, Datsun, Toyota, Simca,
and
motors
Capri
transmissions Call 474-2325
Set of 1980 Factory mags and
tires for Chevy truck and a set
of side rails Call after 6 pm,
753-0874
Set 15 inch Nag wheels. Set of
15 inch wire basket wheels.
Rubber back end for a 1976
Corvette. 159-1442 after 5 pm

BY OWNER
Cannibal Casserole! Price
chewed to The bone! You'll
know it's a good buy when you
see this convenient 3 bedroom
brick home. Priced at $33,000.
Call 753-1492, Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors, and ask
for Glenda.
Nice 3 bedroom frame home
on
large
lot, good
neighborhood, near shopping,
500 North 6th Street. $25,900.
House well cared for and ready
for immediate occupancy. Call
Spann Realty Associates, 7537724.

1912 Ce3/11oeHr Id
M_,., IAnyTiffle

AROUND THE CLOCK

KOF,
aCuiT UD

48. Auto. Services

753-8080

Strout Realty

Also lwasokold, lawn laskors semi owideers awl

foot
der.

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

32. Apts. For Rent

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE SUAVE 75'

37,05
/,/ Hosp.,b, 4 House CoOs poHne Coil /53

NOTICE
Shelled Corn
and
Cracked Wheat
By The Bag

Shoemaker Seed
Processing
4th Et Chestnut Street
753-7616

Camper. Starcraft pop-up
sleeps 5, excellent condition
Call 753-2813
18' Travel trailer for sale.
Sleeps six. Gas battery or electric. 753-0657.

52. Boats and Motors
For sale Two sailboats. One 12
ft. Catamaran, Aquacat and
one 11 ft. strofoam hull. Call
after 3 pm, 753-5994.
For sale: 1978 17 ft
Hydrosport, 140 hp Mercury
motor, trolling motor, trailer
end dual depth finder. 7539240.
Venture 22 sailboat, fully
equipped, excellent condition.
$5300 or will sell half interest
2', 70 hP
/
Also Glasspar, 161
Mercury, $1000. 436-5859 any
time.

53. SeriCis Offered-Atchisons Painting Service, interior and exterior, paperhanging. Also general ianise repair.
Free estimates. References furnished. All work guaranteed.
Phone 492-8866 or 2473313

Were you born to fly?

Not everyone is. It takes. a blend of brains, drive, and dedication. We're looking for people like this for the Naval Aviation
Team. People who are Doers.
If you measure up, we'll teach you all the skills demanded to
handle our sophisticated aircraft. When we're through, you'll
have your Wings of. Gold. So it works both ways. You get a
commission as a Naval Officer and begin a career as a Navy
Pilot or Naval Flight Officer. And we get another born flyer.
Contact your local recruiter for all the details, or call toll free
(800) 841-8000. In Georgia, the rii,.nnar is (800) 342-5855.

new
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Presbyterians To
Hear Pastor Speak

'Mob Assassination'
To Be Sermon Topic
Of Rev. Roos

Funerals

The Rev-. R. E. Rabatin,
pasta( of First Presbyterian
Church, will speak on the
topic, "Let Us Pray," at the
10:45 a.m. morning worship
service on Sunday, July 13.
There will also be a Children's
Sermon given.
Leanne Martin will direct
the choir as they sing the anthem "They That Know Thy
Name." Miss Pam Dixon will
be the organist.
Church School for all ages
will begin at 9:30 a.m. The
Adult Class will focus their
study on "Modern Political
Isms," and Dr. Ken Wolf will
lead the discussion.
A nursery is available for
both Church School and morning worship for those persons
who need this assistance.
Activities for the week include a United Campus
Ministry Executive Board
Meeting at 2 p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church on Tuesday, July 15; and a Service
and Evangelism ennunittee
Meeting at 7 p.m. at the
church on Tuesday, July 15.

Funeral Services
Scheduled For
Radie S. Brooks

Hostess Plans Nothing Special For Carter
ROBARDS, Ky. AP) —
Margaret Ann Sights says
she'll "pick up the house's little" before she hosts a barbeque for several hundred people in her Robards backyard
later this month.
But "I'm not going to put on
the dog," she insists — even if

President Carter is going to be
one of her guests.
Mrs. Sights and her husband, Dale, Carter's Kentucky
campaign chairman, will be
hosting the 6500-a-plate
Democratic National Committee fundraiser that Carter is
scheduled to attend July 21.

Sights, it'll be just another
party.
"I'll pick up the house a little, but our house will have the
lived-in' look — the appearance which visitors have
moat commented to us that it
Morning Prayer services has," she says.
"I'll just try to make Presiwill be held at 10 a.m. at the
St. John's Episcopal Church dent Carter feel at home."
Mrs. Sights, 38, a mother of
on Sunday, July 13, with Steve
Hale and Bill Kyle as- lay four, says it won't be the first
readers.
time she has played hostess to
Acolytes will be Jeff Carter; he stayed overnight
Blodgett, Brian Doyle, and on a temporary cot in the
Ben Moore. Margaret Kyle Sights' guest room when he
and Fran Fletcher will be in addressed the Audubon Area
charge of the altar, and Bar- Chamber of Commerce's anbara Malinauskas in charge of nual dinner five years ago.
Mrs. Sights, a Henderson
the nursery.
More than 300 guests are expected as well, but for Mrs.

Morning Prayer
Services To Be Held

League of Women Voters vice
president, says the food and
drinks for the fundraiser will
be catered, but that she will be
in charge of choosing a menu.

'Mob Assassination" will be
the sermon to be delivered by
the Rev. Dr. David C. Roos, on
Sunday, July 11, at the 10:45
The funeral for ttadie S. a.m. worship service at the
Church
Brooks will be held Sunday at First Christian
The annual meeting at
2 p.m. at the chapel of the-- Disciples of Christ).
Outland Cemetery will be held
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
The Scripture lesson will be
Wednesday, July 16, with a
Home with the Rev. R. J. Bur- taken from Acts 7:54-60, the
basket lunch to be served at
poe and the Rev. Fil Boston of- fifth in series from this New
The annual homecoming
be
basket lunch will served.
noon. Each one should bring a
ficiating. Burial will follow in Testameol book.
will be held at the Jeffrey
folding chair.
Persons interested in the
the Palestine Cemetery.
The worship leader will be Cemetery,located three miles
Persons unable to attend
Friends may call at the Miss Rebecca Dublin and the east of Dexter on Highway
upkeep of the cemetery and
may send donations to Betty
send
may
Comattend
funeral home.
the
to
unable
Elders presiding at
1346, on Sunday, July 13.
Outland Vinson, 201 1
Mr. Brooks, 83, died Friday munion Table will be Gene
Guest speaker at the 11:30 their donations to Troy Cleve
ugh, Murray, Ky.
Gatesboro
Murraythe
at
'at 10:45 a.m.
Parish, Route 1, Dexter, Ky.,
Landolt and Dr. A. H. a.m, worship services will be
42071.
Calloway County Hospital.
42036.
Titsworth. Deacons serving the Rev. Paul Bogard. A
He is survived by two will include Jim Clopton, capdaughters, Mrs. Mozelle tain, Terry Hart, Robert
OPEN DAILY 9-9;SUNDAY 12-1
Phillips and Mrs. Elene Alex- Hopkins, Mike Holton, Don
K more ADVERTISED
ander, both of Murray; five McCord,and Lenvel Yates.
MERCHANDISE POLICY
grandchildren — Joe Wayne
Ow Wen •••••••••en NB to NM* .016.1
The greeters for the day are
en nue •F••••••••
...mil Nom hn
•••1181•41.
non. n
II nn
Colson, Brenda Boyd, Bar- Miss Chris liehling, Ronnie
pnrcil•ane duo b• an, nalonnmen
Neon •Reim ChM*
ter., ntagl
bara Hendon, Tonya Alex- Harrison, and Mr. and Mrs.
nochoname le be
•••••61
min• .rtc• wohonsv•I
ncl•••••
:
The
ander, and Michelle Alex- Del
Fleming.
you•cantoard•M
•••11•610 or will
9•••01. non, •<MOD...r*C••••
ander; one great grandchild.
•• ponce Ow pan, i• to Ow OM
candlelightec is Michael
c•nnoon••• ••11•1•Knon •••••.•
Robinson. The official church
visitor for the week is Mrs.
Rowena Cullom. The Flowers
on the Communion Table will
be in memory of Dennis
Taylor by Mrs. Ann Taylor.
Final rites for Mrs. Willie
The Sunday Evening Youth
Hall will be held Sunday at Groups will not meet during
2:30 p.m. at the chapel of the the month of July. The AllJ. H. Churchill Funeral Home Church Covered Dish Picnic is
with burial to follow in the set for Sunday afternoon, July
Sinking Spring Cemetery.
20, at the City-County Park.
Friends may call at the
Don Starks will be the guest
home.
speaker at the 10:30 a.m. ser- funeral
Mrs. Hall, 94, died Friday at
vice on Sunday, July 13, at the
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Homecoming Planned At Jeffrey Sunday

Final Rites Set
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Vallie Hall
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Be Guest Speaker
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Block and white, power steering, power brakes, factory air, tilt wheel, aux. fuel tank, rally wheels.
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Poe To Be Speaker
At Baprist Church
The Rev. Richrd Poe, Baptist campus minister at Murray State University, will ,be
the speaker at the 10:45 a.m.
and 7 p.m. worship services on
Sunday, July 13, at the First
Baptist Church while the
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker, is attending the Baptist
World Alliance in Toronto,
Canada.
B. C. Grogan, deacon of the
week, and the Rev. G. T.
Moody, associate pastor, will
assist in the services.
The Church Choir, directed
by Wayne Halley, minister of
music, with Joan Bowker as
organist and Mlene Knight as
pianist, will present special
music at both services.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Church Training will
be at6 p.m.
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Boxed Ammo
High-velocity,
40-grain, lubricated unplated bullet.
• SpOIifl Goode ONIIL

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
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